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3Part I
Introduction
The discovery of the Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) had a massive impact on science, technol-
ogy and industry regarding non-volatile storage media. New possibilities for the miniaturization
of magnetoresistive (MR) structures arose and offered pathways for novel devices with a previ-
ously unimaginable performance.Par95 Pri98 Today, a multi billion dollar market is depending on
devices based on GMR and tunnel-magnetoresistance (TMR) effects.Rei09 In addition to that,
novel concepts such as racetrack memory devices or planar logic elements based on ferromagnetic
materials are subject of today’s research.All02All05 Par08Wol01 However, there are certain limits
which will have to be faced by the established technology.
The common way to achieve a miniaturized MR device starts with a macroscopic set of
layers which is miniaturized by an etching process. Also common planar approaches are based on
an etching process performed on a macroscopic magnetic layer.Gou07 Since etching is a controlled
destruction and removal of material, it also has an impact on the properties of the residual
structure. While wet-chemical etching offers poor controllability of its parameters concerning
nanoscale processes, the favorable technique of physical etching induces damage in the vicinity
the surface: Plasma and (focused-) ion beam etching methods are based on kinetic processes,
which involve sputter events leading to hardly controllable damage in the designated device
areas.Rey01 With device sizes on the two-digit nanometer scale, this may strongly affect the
performance, lifetime and production outcome of high-performance magnetoresistive devices.
The research on the avoidance of etching-induced damage has become a central aspect in the
research on new miniaturized magnetoresistive device concepts. Thus, new approaches and
possibilities need to be considered to keep up an ongoing miniaturization. Additionally, the
classical approach shows limited possibilities concerning the integrability into more complex
electric circuits. The possibility of easily integratable nanoscopic magnetic structures seems
inspiring yet ambitious.Aws07 A promising model kit for novel approaches can be found by
combining such magnetic structures with the III-V semiconductor family.Ala11
Manganese arsenide (MnAs) is a metallic material which shows ferromagnetism at room tempera-
ture. Up to now, it has attracted most attention in combination with GaAs, either as MnAs/GaAs
hybrid system or as ternary dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) (Ga,Mn)As.Ohn96Eid13Gid05Ye03
In particular, the hybrid materials are based on synthesis processes including self-assembly
mechanisms, which offer the possibility of controlling the obtained structural properties (e.g.
4grain sizes or -densities in hybrid structures) by tuning the growth process parameters. How-
ever, they do not allow the exact determination of the size, shape and position of a single
grain in the matrix. Additionally, the obtainable Curie temperatures for (Ga,Mn)As alloys are
also still far below room temperature, which poses significant limitations for their application
suitability.Che11 However, it is possible to grow sub-micrometer sized ferromagnetic crystalline
MnAs grains, called ’nanoclusters’, by a selective area metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (SA-
MOVPE) process. This approach combines the versatility and material quality of MOVPE
with the precision of electron-beam lithography. This is achieved by a mask patterning process
of a growth-inhibiting layer on the (111) face of GaAs wafers. The growth on GaAs wafers
provides the integrability into III-V based concepts, which play a huge role in the modern
semiconductor research and industry. The obtainable crystal quality, controllability of position
and size of the nanoclusters grown as well as their magnetic properties have been subject of
numerous publications.Har06Har08 El10a El11a El11bHar02 The Curie temperature of GaAs:Mn/MnAs
hybrid systems can reach values of up to 340K, which is significantly above room temperature
and thus in a region of high interest for applications.Kru06 In addition, the magnetic properties
of MnAs show several interesting anisotropy effects, which will be furtherly addressed in what
follows.
SA-MOVPE yields the opportunity of not only freely defining the size of the grown nano-
clusters, but also controlling its shapes and exact positions on the sample as desired. This means
that one can freely design nanoscale arrangements built up from ferromagnetic nanoclusters,
while the possibilities of combining those structures with other materials, such as nonmagnetic
metals, are widespread. Since the positions of the SA-MOVPE grown structures are exactly
known, the application of more than one lithography process for the device build-up is possible
with sufficiently precise aligning techniques.
The listed properties of MnAs as material together with the possibilities offered by SA-MOVPE
as the growth method of choice form an inspiring construction kit for novel magneto-electronic
device structures based on a planar geometry. Recently, Heiliger et al. have investigated domain
interfaces in MnAs nanocluster arrangements by ab-initio calculations, in order to access their
MR properties. Here, MR ratios of up to 300% were achieved in idealized systems. In this
publication, the MR is described as a function of the relative angle of the magnetizations of
the involved two domains. The next step after the exploration of SA-MOVPE as a suitable
growth process for ferromagnetic MnAs nanoclusters and the prediction of possibly high and
thus technologically interesting MR ratios is the realization of GMR-like device schemes based
on this material system, and the experimental exploration of the properties these arrangements
5are offering. The presented work will give a short overview of the material system and the
synthesis techniques used as well as of related physical concepts. Afterwards, the performance
of GMR-like MnAs device structures will be investigated, and the influence of thermal effects
on the observed phenomena will be evaluated.
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1 Manganese arsenide nanocluster arrangements
The field of III-V compound semiconductor materials is one of the most important cornerstones
in today’s semiconductor industry. The III-V compounds are commonly categorized by the
group V elements involved as nitrides (N), phosphides (P), arsenides (As) or antimonides (Sb).
One central advantage of this group of materials is that they possess a comparatively widespread
variety of different bandgaps, starting from InSb with a gap of 0.18 eVKit91 going up to AlN
with 6.2 eVChr94, both at room temperature. Regarding ternary or quarternary compounds, it
becomes possible to tune the bandgap freely between the binary materials’ values by varying
the stoichiometry of the respective alloy. Amongst others, this advantage has lead to numerous
industrial products based on III-V materials, such als many LED concepts or highly efficient
solar cells. Thereby, the most common and nearly exclusively used synthesis method is epitaxial
growth. Amongst the III-V family, GaAs plays a major role as building block for heterostruc-
tures in the (Al,Ga)As system or as the basic material for low noise devices. It is an intrinsic
semiconductor with a direct bandgap of 1.43 eV.
The whole functionality of common semiconductor electronic devices is based on the charge
of the electron and its transport through material. The introduction of magnetic phenomena
introduces a whole new dimension, since the spin of the electron and the interaction with
magnetic properties of materials can be used as tools in the processing, transfer and storage of
information. Possible application concepts are manifold, and some spin-tronic, i.e. spin-electronic,
concepts have already found their way into the market: magnetoresistive random access memory
(MRAM) storage devices, for example, are commercially available for several years now.Fre06
Their principle is based on the data storage in miniaturized cells consisting of two ferromagnetic
domains, one of them with a free, switchable magnetization containing the information and one
with a fixed magnetization serving as a reference. They are separated by an insulating layer,
which forms a magnetic tunnel junction. The entire arrangement takes on different resistance
values depending on the relative angle between the magnetizations of the two ferromagnetic lay-
ers.Khv13 The combination of conventional electronics with spin-dependent components in optical
devices is named spin-optoelectronics. An example for this category of devices is a vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), which yields circular polarized coherent light when it is run on
a spin-polarized current. This spin polarization can be induced by a ferromagnetic layer in the
device setup.Hol05
Both exemplarily shown concepts (logical electronic elements in case of the MRAM and a
multilayer, GaAs-based VCSEL setup in case of the circular polarized laser) take advantage of
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spin-dependent phenomena (free and reference layer in the MRAM cells and the spin-polarization
layer in the VCSEL). This demonstrates the importance of a controllable integration of magnetic
materials into the growth processes of classical semiconducting devices. The synthesis of the
circular polarized VCSEL, which is based on the above-mentioned III-V-semiconductor GaAs,
accomplishes this with a special approach: the dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS), alloying
a semiconductor (here: GaAs) with a chemical element exhibiting large localized magnetic
moments (here: Mn) in order to obtain a ferromagnetic material. The main goal of this approach
is to combine the advantages and properties of both semiconductors and ferromagnetic materials
not only in one device, but in one material. The pioneering work in this field was performed
by the group of Hideo Ohno in the late 1980s, when ferromagnetism could be observed first in
manganese doped III-V-compound semiconductors (In,Mn)As and later (Ga,Mn)AsMun89. This
accomplishment is prominent in particular because III-V-materials show a comparatively poor
solubility for the introduction of ferromagnetic elements. Later, a manifold of possible device
applications has been proposed and demonstrated, for example utilizing nanostructured DMS
layers as possible building blocks for storage mediaPap07. However, these applications are mostly
constricted to laboratory conditions, since the Curie temperatures of the most DMS are far
below room temperature. The highest Curie temperatures observed for (Ga,Mn)As up to now
do not exceed values of about 200KChe11 Jun05.
As an alternative approach for achieving ferromagnetism at higher Curie temperatures in
a semiconducting material, one may introduce ferromagnet-semiconductor hybrid materials. The
ferromagnetic material is not dissolved in the semiconductor here, forming an alloy as in the
case of a DMS, but it is present as small ferromagnetic clusters in a semiconducting matrix. For
the III-V material family, it is suitable to use MnAs nanoclusters for the synthesis of such hybrid
materials, since it shares a common atom with GaAs, which supports the thermodynamical
stability. In addition, it can be grown epitaxially on GaAs, and the arsenic precursor material
which is needed for the growth procedure can be used for both GaAs and MnAs growthTan02.
The Curie temperature of bulk MnAs is about TC = 330K, while for MnAs nanoclusters, a
slightly higher TC of 340K has been observed.Har02El10a This is a strong advantage compared to
DMS materials, whose TC is, as mentioned, significantly lower.
Manganese arsenide (MnAs) is a polymorphic material. Okamoto defines three phases with
a stoichiometry of nMn
nAs
= 1:Oka89
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α-MnAs It exists in a NiAs-type crystal structure (see figure 1) and shows ferromagnetic
behavior. At about 40 ◦C, it performs a polymorphic transition to β-MnAs.Das03
β-MnAs β-MnAs is paramagnetic and crystallizes in a MnP-type structure.
γ-MnAs This paramagnetic phase exists above 125 ◦C, and crystallizes in NiAs type.
Figure 1: Upper structure: MnAs crystallizing in NiAs-type. Lower structure: Zincblende-type
GaAs oriented along the (111) direction. Image taken fromKae02
Since this work focuses on the investigation of novel ferromagnetic nanostructures, the
only suitable and interesting phase for our considerations is α-MnAs, which is stable at room
temperature and at all temperatures below. In the following, the expression "MnAs" always
refers to this phase, if not explicitly stated otherwise.
When grown on single crystalline GaAs, the orientation of the deposited MnAs layer is de-
termined by the orientation of the substrate surfaceMor97. The [111]B-surface of GaAs forms
a pseudo-hexagonal lattice which is suitable for any epitaxial growth of MnAs in its [0001]-
direction, as depicted in figure 1Kae02. Using [0001]-grown MnAs, the synthesis of a layered TMR
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device structure has been demonstratedSug02 and much work on the properties of unordered,
self-assembled MnAs nanocluster systems has been publishedElm08El10aHar06 Joh10Kru06Har02Har12.
However, both approaches for ferromagnet-semiconductor hybrids show strong restrictions
concerning the miniaturizability.
1.1 SA-MOVPE growth
MnAs can be grown on GaAs substrates by a MOVPE deposition process. The direct deposition
of a metal alloy like MnAs from its elements for example by an evaporization process, demands
very high temperatures, since the melting and boiling points of the elemental substances at
standard conditions are usually comparatively high. The stoichiometry and growth rate (which
influences the achievable crystal structure quality) are difficult to control in such a synthesis
process. MOVPE uses metal-organic compounds as precursors, which possess much lower melting
and boiling points as the involved metallic elements. The precursors come into contact with
the substrate in their gaseous states, using an inert gas as a carrier gas in the reactor. At a
defined substrate temperature, the metal-organic precursors decompose on the substrate and
the metal atoms may react to form the desired compound. Besides metal-organic precursors, one
may also add anorganic gases like AsH3 or SiH4 to the reactor, which offers a high variety of
possible compounds to be grown. Since the process is completely based on gas phase reactions,
the amounts of the involved substances can be adjusted very precisely by controlling their gas
flow into the reactor.
Highlighted by this advantages, MOVPE is one of the most important synthesis methods in
today’s semiconductor industry and research. By the use of self-assembly mechanisms depending
on the combination of substrate, precursors and reaction conditions, it is possible to control
the structural properties of the grown material very well, which enables the growth of layers as
well as lower-dimensional structures like quantum dots or nanowires.For08 Pet94 This is mainly
sufficient for the use in collective processes, for example the use of cluster structures as active
material in a quantum dot laser device. If one requires a precise control of a structure’s position,
size and shape, additional measures have to be taken.
Selective area MOVPE (SA-MOVPE) introduces a top-down pre-patterning process for a
precise control of the MOVPE growth.Kom11 Before growth, the substrates are covered with
a thin layer of a growth-inhibiting material. By using electron-beam lithography followed by
a dry-etching process, precisely-defined openings in the growth-inhibiting layer are achieved,
which results in a mask pattern defining the desired structure to be grown. In these openings,
the surface of the substrate is exposed, and in the following MOVPE process, the deposited
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Figure 2: Schematic, simplified drawing of a MOVPE reactor system with precursor bubblers,
gas piping, growth reactor and sample holder.
material will preferentially grow in the mask openings previously etched free. The adaption of
the growth parameters and the mask pattern structure offers the possibility of a growth taking
place exclusively in the mask openings, which practically leads to an accurate control of size,
shape and position of the MOVPE-grown material.
In case of MnAs growth directly on GaAs, Wakatsuki et al. have presented a suitable growth
process with parameters yielding a good area selectivityWak09. Here, the precursor Bis(methyl-
cyclopentadienyl)manganese ((MeCp)2Mn) is used as organometallic source for manganese.
An approximately 30 nm thick SiO2-layer serves as growth inhibiting mask layer on the GaAs
(111)B-substrates. The arsenic is provided by gaseous arsine (AsH3). Several different parameter
sets concerning the V/Mn-ratio were applied to identify a suitable parameter window for an
optimized area-selective growth. The variation of the precursor concentration ratio at a fixed
growth temperature of 750 ◦C showed that the selectivity gets well-defined for a high V/Mn-ratio,
which expresses itself in a lower density of clusters on the SiO2-layer. The influence of the growth
temperature was evaluated at two different temperatures, 750 ◦C and 850 ◦C, with an identical,
fixed precursor ratio of V/Mn = 1125. At 850 ◦C, a very good area selectivity could be observed,
showing no growth on the SiO2-mask.
Besides the growth parameters, the quality of the nanoclusters as well as the area selectivity
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Figure 3: The MOVPE system which was used for the growth of the investigated MnAs nano-
cluster samples. Left image: the growth reactor surrounded by the inductive heating
coil. Right image: control panel for the precursor and purge gas regulation, driven
automatically by a personal computer.
are also enhanced by a buffer area consisting of large openings in the SiO2-layer which surround
the nanocluster structures. These buffer areas can be seen in figure 4. Their purpose can be
interpreted as a disposal area, where exuberant amounts of precursor material can be deposited
during the growth process.
In case of the MnAs nanoclusters used in this work, the growth process is performed with
slightly different parameters and enhanced by the deposition of a buffer layer, consisting of
(Al,Ga)As with an Al content of about 10 to 20%,Kom11 which is grown prior to the MnAs
deposition. This layer serves several purposes:
• The (Al,Ga)As buffer layer yields better growth results for the MnAs clusters, especially
concerning the uniformity of the grown structures Ito09.
• It reduces diffusion processes between the GaAs substrate and the MnAs clusters during
growth.
• Since the MnAs clusters are supposed to undergo electrical characterization, the (Al,Ga)As
layer additionally isolates them electrically from the substrate.
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Figure 4: Buffer areas surrounding the 8x8 nanocluster pattern structure.
The buffer layer is grown at a temperature of 750 ◦C for two minutes with an AsH3 partial
pressure of 81Pa, a tri-methyl-gallium (TMGa) partial pressure of 1.8mPa and a tri-methyl-
aluminum (TMAl) partial pressure of 0.3mPa.
Directly after the growth of the buffer layer, the MnAs nanoclusters are grown, which se-
cures an optimized and non-contaminated interface between the two materials. The growth of
MnAs takes place at 800 ◦C for 10 minutes at partial pressures of 52.4Pa for (MeCp)2Mn and
58.8Pa for AsH3, which yields a V/Mn - ratio of 1120.
Figure 5: Schematic sectional drawing of the layer structures of the MnAs nanocluster samples.
The growth-inhibiting SiO2-layer, the (Al,Ga)As buffer layer, the MnAs nanoclusters,
the contacts and the substrate are shown.
With constant growth parameters, the shape of the clusters is strongly determined by the mor-
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phology of the openings in the SiO2-mask layer. Since these openings are generated by a mostly
isotropic plasma etching step through a resist mask generated by electron-beam lithography
(EBL), their depths as well as their widths depend strongly on the applied EBL dose. On each
sample which has been prepared for this thesis, the EBL dose is varied over eight different
values to achieve a higher variety of mask opening profiles. This variation shows that a small
dose, yielding comparatively shallow and narrow openings, leads to a MnAs growth showing
clearly the hexagonally arranged cluster facets in the (0001) layer. The facets and edges of the
cluster appear to be flat and well-defined. However, the lateral aspect ratio of the elongated
MnAs clusters is comparatively low in this case, and the MnAs seems to have grown over the
SiO2-layer near the openings.
For a high EBL dose, the mask openings are etched deeper and wider. In this case, the MnAs
growth is more strictly limited to the area of the openings, which yields a higher controllability
of the cluster shape, resulting also in comparatively high aspect ratios. However, the cluster’s
facets are less distinct here, and the edges tend to show a more disrupted and less flat structure,
which indicates possible structural defects like dislocations. SEM images showing the impact of
the EBL dose on the clusters based on an identical pattern can be seen in figure 6.
The reason for this dependence between EBL dose and cluster shape might be found in the
influence of the etching process on the substrate material as well as directly in the mask opening’s
morphology. Plasma etching causes disruptions in the material near the ablated volume.Rah01
In case of the smaller openings written with lower EBL dose, this effect is less pronounced,
which provides a better substrate crystal quality for the growth, resulting in better articulated
crystal facets. At the same time, the samples with lower EBL dose show higher growth rates in
the lateral direction over the SiO2-layer. For the samples written with higher EBL dose, this
effect is reduced or completely inhibited, since the deeper etching profile limits growth to the
vertical direction. However in this case, the disruption of the substrate material is supposed to
be stronger, resulting in less facet-like and less flat-edged cluster structures.
Since the MnAs nanocluster samples are based on a layout comprehending 8x8 fields with 8 dif-
ferent structure patterns and 8 different EBL dose values each, the cluster quality on one sample
varies strongly. This enables one to choose the desired suitable and qualitatively best cluster
arrangements for the subsequent electrical contacting procedure. Different EBL doses as well as
the variation of the arrangement geometries and mask opening distances in the initial pattern
design assures a high probability of usable and interesting MnAs nanocluster arrangements on
each sample. After growth, the samples are investigated by SEM to identify areas of suitable
quality and to choose possible candidate arrangements for the electrical characterization.
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Figure 6: Eight SEM images from nanocluster arrangements grown on an identical, four-cluster
pattern which have been structured with different EBL doses. The upper left arrange-
ment was structured with the lowest, the lower right arrangement with the highest
dose.
1.2 Contacting of single MnAs nanocluster arrangements
The contacting of single MnAs nanocluster arrangements by a second, aligned electron beam
lithography process is a crucial step in the whole experimental procedure. It enables magne-
toresistance measurements on single arrangements and thus opens the door for establishing
relations between microscopic magnetic effects and the electrical properties. However, this step
also comprehends several critical and sophisticated processes, which strongly influence the later
performance of the samples in the electrical measurements.
First, one has to identify interesting and suitable nanocluster arrangements on a sample.
Since one sample, depending on the used mask patterns, can contain around 40000 or more
individual MnAs nanocluster arrangements and the number of possible, practically usable
macroscopic contact pad groups is usually not higher than eleven, one has to identify a set
of interesting cluster arrangements which fulfill the requirements in terms of quality, model
conformity (possibility to describe the structure’s properties by a reasonably simple model),
ideality of the individual clusters forming the desired kind of arrangement as well as suitable
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access for contacting. This is done by SEM imaging of the entire sample surface after the growth
process. After roughly identifying the quality of the clusters related to the different mask patterns
and EBL doses, the arrangements with the highest suitability for the electrical measurements
are identified and characterized by several more detailed SEM images. The coordinates of the
individual arrangements are defined by a three-step orientation method. Each of the 8x8 patterns
on the sample contains an identical identification marker pattern besides the desired nanocluster
structures, which are shown in figure 7. These identification markers consist of 64 unique and
well defined marker structures with a pitch of 12µm, thus this structure enables one to identify
a single cluster arrangement’s position in a pattern. The arrangement of the 8x8 patterns is
labelled in a chess-like scheme using numbers 1 to 8 in one dimension and characters A to H in
the other one. Two large global marker structures, defined in a cross-like geometry consisting of
a characteristic arrangement of squares, mark the exact position of the entire structure on the
substrate. Since the relative positions of cluster patterns, identification markers, 8x8 pattern
arrangement and global markers are accurately known, it is sufficient to manually detect the
two global markers when contacting a chosen cluster arrangement.
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Figure 7: Marker scheme on the MnAs nanocluster samples. The alignment of the second EBL
process for the contact structuring is established by locating two large cross markers
outside of the nanocluster pattern area, which can be seen on the upper left schematic
drawing of a sample. One sample holds 64 cluster patterns in a 8x8 chess board-like
structure. Each of the cluster patterns contains the openings for the cluster growth as
well as a pattern of small, unique cluster markers which help to identify the exakt
position of single clusters and arranegments by SEM imaging. The cluster markers
have a pitch of 12µm.
With the knowledge of the exact position of the cluster arrangements which are to be contacted,
a contact structure pattern is designed using a CAD software. This pattern comprises the
microscopic contacts to the clusters as well as the connecting circuit paths and the pads for
the macroscopic contacting to the sample holder. In addition, microscopic spacer elements
between non-merged clusters may be also included to achieve GMR-like devices. A whole contact
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structure in CAD design and the corresponding, readily-patterned sample can be seen in figure 8.
Since even small deviations in the alignment lead to gaps between the contact structures and the
nanoclusters and thus to unusable samples, a very precise positioning of the markers is crucial.
The electron beam lithography of the contact structure is followed by a metal evaporation,
where the contact layer, consisting of 10 nm titanium, serving as adhesive layer, and 100 nm
gold are deposited on the sample.
Figure 8: SEM image of a whole MnAs nanocluster sample structure, comprising the 8x8-
arranged cluster patterns surrounded by the buffer areas, the contact lanes and the
bonding pads.
Before the MR investigation, it has been found that the coverage of the MnAs nanocluster
arrangements with a polymer is helpful to ensure that the nanoclusters do not get into contact
with water condensating on the cold sample from the laboratory atmosphere after being extracted
from the cryostat following the measurements. It has been observed during the synthesis process
that the exposure of the samples to water affects the material quality of the clusters, causing the
formation of a broken surface morphology and even the detachment of whole clusters. To prevent
this, the cluster samples have been covered with a polymer layer based on diluted photoresist.
Reference measurements have proven that this coating does not affect the magnetoresistance
measurements, however, the structural investigation should be performed in advance to the
application of the coating, since the resist layer strongly affects the nanocluster’s visibility in an
SEM image.
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2 Magnetism in solids
Magnetism is a phenomenon basically arising from the interaction of magnetic moments in
matter. Electrons have an intrinsic property called the spin, which, together with the electron’s
orbital momentum, causes a magnetic moment. The spin is a quantum-mechanical effect and
cannot be fully described by classical approaches. The concept of an exchange energy is used to
determine whether electron spin pairs are arranged parallel or antiparallel to each other. It is a
basic principle leading to an order of spins, and can be described and understood approximatively
as an ’exchange field’ arising from the overall average magnetization of a high number of spins,
which acts on the magnetic moment of a single spin resulting in its alignment to the field.Kit91
More basical, one can define the energy of two interacting localized spins as
U = −2J−→S i · −→S j, (1)
where −→S i,j are the spins of the atoms i and j and J is the exchange integral, related to the
overlapping of the charge distributions of the involved atoms. This concept of spin coupling is
referred to as the "Heisenberg model".Kas56 The spins stand here for localized magnetic moments.
Neither the contribution of orbital angular moments, nor the influence of an external field on
the magnetic properties of a solid are taken into account here.
Edmund C. Stoner has developed a model for the description of ferromagnetism in metals
like Fe, Co and Ni, which is based on the interaction of band electrons.Sto39 Iba09 It follows an
ansatz which distinguishes between electrons of different spin states:
E↑(k) = E(k)− I n↑
N
(2)
E↓(k) = E(k)− I n↓
N
, (3)
where E(k) is the electron energy in the band structure, n↑/↓ are the numbers of electrons with
respective spin state and N is the number of atoms. I describes the energy gain caused by the
exchange interaction, which is considered to be approximatively independent from k. Based on
this equation pair, one can introduce a ratio R representing the difference in relative occupation
of spin states:
R = n↑ − n↓
N
. (4)
Using Fermi statistics and an approximation of the equation for small R at T = 0, one can
deduce a criterion for the occurence of band ferromagnetism,
I · D˜(EF ) > 1. (5)
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It is referred to as the Stoner criterion, with D˜(EF ) as the density of states near the Fermi level,
normalized per atom and spin state. It predicts ferromagnetism for the metals Fe, Co and Ni,
while in case of the second-row transition metals, the density of states and the spin state ratio
are too low.
Magnetism as a collective phenomenon of a macroscopic solid can be described as
−→
B = µ0(
−→
H +−→M) , (6)
with −→B as magnetic flux density, µ0 as the magnetic permeability constant in vacuum, −→H as an
external magnetic field and −→M as the magnetization, which is the volume density of magnetic
moments in a solid. In case of small external magnetic fields, the magnetization is proportional
to the external field:
−→
M = χ · −→H , (7)
with χ describing the magnetic susceptibility. It depends, amongst others, on the respective
material, the frequency of the external field and the temperature.
There are several different entities of magnetic behavior in solids:
Ferromagnetism This is the most popularly known phenomenon, which in general linguistic
usage is mostly and wrongly referred to as "magnetism". In a ferromagnetic material,
magnetic moments are aligned in parallel to each other, which results in an overall
collective magnetic momentum. The exchange integral J has a positive value, resulting
in the system’s energy being reduced by the pairing of adjacent spins. Above a certain
temperature characterized as Curie-Temperature TC, the thermal energy is large enough to
let the momentums become disordered, and the material exhibits a paramagnetic behavior.
Ferromagnetic materials expose a spontaneous magnetization below TC.
Paramagnetism This is a phenomenon where the spins in the solid material are disordered
without any present external magnetic field. However, in presence of an external magnetic
field, they get aligned to the external field’s direction. This results in an increase of the
magnetic flux density in the material.
Antiferromagnetism Antiferromagnetism is comparable to ferromagnetism, however, the
electron spins get aligned not parallel but antiparallel to each other. This creates an order
in the spins of the material, however, results in an overall magnetic moment of zero, since
all the magnetic moments have the same value and cancel each other out. The exchange
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integral J has a negative value in this case, since the coupling energy between neighbored
spins becomes minimized when the spins have an antiparallel orientation.
Ferrimagnetism In this case, the order of the magnetic moments in a material is subdivided
into two sublattices, whereas each of the sublattices consists of magnetic momentums
of different value and/or orientation. In the majority of cases, this results in an overall
magnetization of the material. Antiferromagnetism can be seen as a special case of
ferrimagnetism.
Superparamagnetism Superparamagnetism plays a special role amongst these categories,
since it is not an effect observable in a bulk material, but in a dense arrangement
of small, ferromagnetic single domain particles. Below a certain blocking temperature,
the single domain particles tend to couple and align their magnetizations and show an
overall, ferromagnetism-like magnetization. If the sample temperature exceeds this blocking
temperature, the thermal energy is high enough to induce magnetization direction changes
in the single domain particles, which is comparable to the macroscopically observed effect
of paramagnetism. Note that in this case, the sample temperature is still below the Curie
temperature of the particles, thus, ferromagnetism is still observed. However, the energy
barrier restricting magnetization reversal scales with the domain volume, what limits this
effect to arrangements of small particles in the sub-micron range. Further considerations on
the thermally activated magnetization reversal in small particles will be given in chapter
6.1.
2.1 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy
In crystals, the symmetry of the crystal structure can have an influence on the macroscopic
magnetic properties of the material. Since the atoms are arranged with a periodic, long range
order, the magnetic moments of the crystal sites also follow this order in their coupling behavior.
This leads to the effect that the macroscopic magnetization of the material can have preferential,
energetically favorable orientations, which are called the easy magnetic axes of the material.
Unfavorable directions are referred to as hard magnetic axes.
Early experiments on (0001)-axis oriented MnAs single crystals, also regarding the mate-
rial’s magnetocrystalline anisotropy properties, have been performed and published by De Blois
and Rodbell.De63aDe63b They found a strong uniaxial anisotropy where the c-axis represents a
hard magnetic axis. In addition to that, one can observe a six-fold magnetic anisotropy in the
(0001) plane.Har06El11b It is caused by the hexagonal NiAs symmetry of the NiAs crystal struc-
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ture, which can be seen in figure 1. Since the experiments in this work focus on magnetization
rotations performed within the (0001)-plane, one can reduce the problem to the rotational angle
of the magnetization in this plane here. An easy quantitative description of the six-fold in-plane
anisotropy of this ferromagnetic material can be achieved by the concept of a magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy EA,mc with
EA,mc = −Kmc · cos(6Φ), (8)
where Kmc is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant and Φ the angle relative to the (110)
axis in the (0001) plane. A value for the corresponding anisotropy constant has been determined
by M.T. Elm by a fit of ferromagnetic resonance spectra, finding 1.62 · 105 J
m3 in SI units.
El10b
The six-fold symmetry is represented by the factor 6 in the sine factor. This is expressed by
six minima with a distance of 60 ◦ in the energy-angle curve. A schematic drawing of the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy against the in-plane angle is shown in figure 9. This
simple concept also was used in the numerical calculations which are performed to describe the
experimental results as will be shown in what follows.
Figure 9: Energy scheme of a six-fold symmetry magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the (0001)-
plane, exposing minima with a distance of 60 ◦. The 0 ◦-direction is parallel to the
(110)-direction.
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2.2 Shape anisotropy
The shape of a ferromagnetic structure also has an important impact on the formation of preferred
magnetization directions.All94Kru06 Early considerations on the influence of a specimen’s shape
on the magnetic anisotropy observed in ferromagnetic resonance absorption experiments have
been made by Charles Kittel.Kit48 He discussed the influence of a demagnetizing field or stray
field Bstr = µ0Hstr = −µ0N−→M , defined by the demagnetizing factor N, depending on the shape
of the specimen, and the specimen’s magnetization −→M . Using this expression, one can calculate
the stray energy arising from this effect:Jag96
Estr = −12
∫
V
µ0
−→
MHstrdV = V
1
2µ0
−→
MN−→M. (9)
In general, the demagnetization factor of the magnetization vector −→M is written as a tensor N.
For an ellipsoidal shape, it has the diagonalized form
N =

Nx 0 0
0 Ny 0
0 0 Nz
 , (10)
where the diagonal elements of this tensor are Nx, Ny and Nz, defined by the three principal axes
of an ellipsoid. They have to fulfill the relation Nx +Ny +Nz = 1.Aha64 This simple approach
can be also used to describe more complex objects by determining an ’equivalent ellipsoid’.Bel06
There are several symmetric shapes which can be described with a diagonalized demagnetization
tensor: for a sphere, the matrix elements are Nx = Ny = Nz = 13 . An ellipsoid with rotational
symmetry around the z-axis is described by Nx = Ny and Nz = 1− 2Nx. An infinitely expanded
thin layer in the x-y-plane has Nz = 1 while Nx and Ny vanish.
In case of the MnAs nanoclusters, an uniaxial shape anisotropy effect is assumed for elon-
gated nanoclusters. The weak magnetic axis caused by this anisotropy points in the direction of
the nanocluster’s elongation. This has to be considered as a simplification of the problem, since
the complete three dimensional shape of the cluster has an influence on its magnetic behavior.
However, the assumption of a uniaxial anisotropy holds well in accordance with the observed
magnetization directions in the MFM imaging experiments. It is described by a shape anisotropy
energy EA,sh with
EA,sh = −Ksh · cos(Φ− )2, (11)
where Ksh serves as a scalar shape anisotropy constant and  is the direction of the structure’s
elongation. This approach is comparable to the description of Aharoni.Aha64 Again, this simplified
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term only takes in account magnetizations in the (0001) plane, which is sufficient for the
description of the observed planar structures.
2.3 Coupling to external magnetic fields
Magnetic moments interact with external magnetic fields. In the presence of an external field, the
magnetic dipole moments have the tendency to align to the external field. With an orientation
parallel to the external field, a magnetic moment will be in the state of lowest energy. In a solid,
the entity of uniformly aligned magnetic moments can be described as magnetization, which
can be understood as a density of magnetic moments per volume. Now, one can observe the
effect of an external magnetic field B acting on a volume V with the uniform magnetization M .
The energy caused by the interaction between the external field and the magnetic moments in
the solid is defined as Zeeman energy EZ. In a simplified approach based on a planar geometry
defined by the field and magnetization orientation in a plane, one can write the Zeeman energy
as
EZ = −VDMB · cos(Φ−Θ). (12)
Here, Φ represents the in-plane orientation of the magnetization of volume V , and Θ stands for
the direction of the external field. With increasing relative angle between field and magnetization
orientation, the energy caused by this inteaction will rise, increasing the tendency to align the
volume’s magnetization in the direction of the external field.
2.4 Inter-domain coupling
As described above, the interaction between localized magnetic moments can be described
by a Heisenberg coupling term. When a magnetic system has a non-trivial domain structure
containing several domains with different magnetizations separated by domain walls, one also
has to take into account that this system’s total energy contains a certain energy arising from
the interaction of neighboring differently magnetized domains. Since the exact morphology and
types of the domain walls are not always known in experiment, this energy will be described as
a simple, Heisenberg-like coupling energy:
Ecpl = −JD ·M2 · cos(Φ− γD) = −J · V1V2M2 · cos(Φ− γD) (13)
This expression is based on the exchange energy shown in equation 1, however, it comprises the
coupling between two magnetic domains of the same material, oriented in the planar angles
Φ and γD. This expression will be used in the later chapters for the description of coupling
effects between several domains in the models used for the explanations of the observed MR
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phenomena. It can be seen as a simple approach to embed domain coupling effects in the used
numerical fit functions, where the coupling constant JD will serve as a fitting parameter. For
simplification, JD contains the volumes of the two involved domains as a factor.
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3 Magnetoresistance effects
Electric transport in solids is influenced by manifold effects of interaction between the charge
carriers, the material itself and external influences such as temperature or electromagnetic fields.
Thus, the measured overall resistance of a current-carrying system is a combination of several
resistance phenomena. When an external magnetic field comes into play and, in addition, when
the investigated material itself shows magnetic phenomena, a set of various specific effects
related to the magnetic interaction between carriers, material and field have to be taken into
account.
In general, magnetoresistance effects are defined as the difference between the resistance of
the observed system with an applied external magnetic field to the resistance without field,
normalized on the resistance without field:
MR(B) = R(B)−R(0)
R(0) , (14)
where MR(B) depicts the magnetoresistance ratio and R(B) and R(0) the system’s resistance
with and without external magnetic field B, respectively. This ratio is often used to compare
the various magnetoresistance effects with each other. It also serves as a figure of merit for the
comparison of different materials and structural approaches for MR devices - the higher the MR
ratio, the better.
The resistance measurements on the MnAs nanocluster arrangements are affected by both, a
ferromagnetic conducting material and external magnetic fields. In the following, an overview of
the magnetoresistance effects which are crucial for the explanations of the observed phenomena
in MnAs cluster arrangements will be given, and their relation to the performed measurements
will be discussed.
3.1 Ordinary Magnetoresistance
The transport properties in solids can be theoretically described using the Boltzmann equation,
which is an integro-differential expression based on an electron distribution function f(−→r ,−→k , t)
in six-dimensional phase space (momentum and space coordinates). The following considerations
are based on the explanations in the textbook "Survey of semiconductor physics" by K.W. Böer
(1990). In a steady state approach, the Boltzmann equation presumes that the change of the
electron distribution per time, caused by collisions between the electrons, is the sum of the
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change in momentum and the change in space:Boe90∂f(−→r ,−→k , t)
∂t

coll.
= −˙→k ·∆kf + −˙→r ·∆rf , with (15)
−˙→
k = − e
~
−→
F and (16)
−˙→r = 1
~
∆kE(k) = −→v . (17)
The −˙→k -summand describes the alteration in momentum caused by the external forces −→F act-
ing on the electrons, while the −˙→r -summand represents the spatial alteration by carrier movement.
The ordinary or transverse magnetoresistance effect, discovered by William Thomson in
1856,Tho57 can be explained using the equation of motion for quasi-free electrons under the
influence of external electric and magnetic fields:
mn
d−→v
dt
= e(−→F +−→v ×−→B ), (18)
with mn for the electron mass, −→v as velocity, −→F as electric field and −→B as magnetic field. If one
reduces the problem by assuming a magnetic field oriented in z-direction, one obtains an x- and
y-component, which can be treated together as a complex number. After a multiplication with
eiωct, where ωc = eBzmn stands for the cyclotron frequency, the expression for the drift velocity
vD = v0e−iωct +
eF
iωcmn
(1− e−iωct), with (19)
v = vx + ivy and (20)
F = Fx + iFy (21)
is found after integration. Since the relaxation times the carriers experience between the collision
events are distributed, one can calculate a mean drift velocity vD determined by an average
momentum relaxation time τm. Based on this consideration, the current densities j = envD can
be expressed. Assuming that ωcτm  1 is fulfilled, which can be understood as the fact that
the carriers undergo a collision event often enough that their trajectory will not describe a full
circle, and that the current flows in x-direction (jy = 0), the current density in x-direction reads
jx = en
e
mn
〈τm〉Fx
(
1− e
2B2z
m2n
〈τ 3m〉〈τm〉 − 〈τ 2m〉2
〈τm〉2
)
. (22)
The magnetoresistance ratio can be calculated with the resistivity as the reciprocal of the
conductivity ρ = σ−1, the electron mobility µn = e〈τm〉mn and the current density jx = σFx(1−
f(B2z )):
∆ρ
ρ
= B2zµn
〈τ 3m〉〈τm〉 − 〈τ 2m〉2
〈τm〉4 . (23)
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Here, one can see that the magnetoresistance ratio for a current in x-direction is proportional
to the square of the external magnetic field strength, B2z , when the magnetic field is oriented
in z-direction. The observability of this effect however depends on the scattering effects in the
respective material as well as the strength of the external magnetic field, since the assumption
was made that the average relaxation time is significantly lower than the reciprocal of the
cyclotron frequency.
3.2 Linear Magnetoresistance in Mn-doped and disordered GaAs
In the MR investigations on the MnAs nanoclusters described in the following chapter, one can
observe the occurence of a linear MR effect (see chapter 5.3). This effect has previously been
observed by Johnson et al. in strongly disordered MnAs-GaAs samples, grown in a self-assembly
based MBE process.Joh10 They discuss their findings using a network model for inhomogeneous
conductors, presented by Parish and Littlewood in 2005, originally developed for the explanation
of MR effects in silver chalcogenides.Par05 The network model is based on a two-dimensional grid
consisting of heterogeneous, randomized four-terminal elements and is evaluated numerically.
For the MnAs-GaAs hybrids, a strong relation between the linear MR effect and the mobility
distributions is found. Johnson et al. define a crossover field value HCR, above which the linear
MR becomes dominant. With a broad mobility distribution, the linear MR as well as HCR
itself are determined by the width of the mobility distribution. With the dominating transport
mechanism being percolation, the mobility distribution becomes narrow. Here, the MR and
HCR are functions of the average mobility value.
3.3 Spin-valve phenomena
Besides the charge and its orbital momentum, an electron has a spin as an intrinsic property,
which has the nature of an angular momentum. Since the electron is understood as a point-like
particle with no spatial extension, the spin cannot be described classically as a rotating mass
distribution but has to be described quantum-mechanically. As a particle having a charge and
an angular momentum arising from both its orbital motion and spin, the electron shows a
magnetic dipole moment. This magnetic moment can interact with magnetic fields caused by
the conducting material and/or external influences, resulting in an alignment with respect to the
field direction and thus a spin polarization of an electron current. This means that an electrical
current is coupled to a magnetic current when spin polarization occurs.Joh85 The spin transport
channels, i.e. the areas in the Brillouin zone where the transport of a certain spin polarized
current takes place, can have different locations in the reciprocal space. This means that when a
spin current with a polarization A gets injected in a material privileging spin polarization B, a
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scattering process can occur.Die94 This spin-dependent scattering is the basic principle of one
of the most important magnetoresistance effects, which has been subject of excessive research
work, has been the base for whole industry branches and as well has brought its discoverers the
Nobel prize in Physics 2007: the Giant Magnetoresistance effect (GMR), discovered by Peter
Grünberg and Albert Fert in 1988.Bai88Bin89
The GMR is based on a conductive structure of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a
non-ferromagnetic spacer layer. While passing the first magnetic layer, the current undergoes a
spin polarization. The spin polarization is conserved when passing through the non-ferromagnetic
layer, and entering the second magnetic layer, a spin-dependent scattering process occurs: when
the magnetization of the second layer is oriented in the same direction as in the first layer,
the spin-polarized electrons can enter the material with a higher probability than in the case
that the second layer has a magnetization different from the first one. This effect is reflected
in the conductivity of the structure, leading to the term "spin valve" for this setup, since the
relative angle of the two magnetizations serves like a valve handle for the transmittance of the
structure. An important effect in this context is the spin relaxation, which takes place when the
electrons diffuse through the material. It describes the loss of spin polarization and thus is to be
minimized in GMR structures to achieve high MR ratios.
A comparable effect was already discovered by Jullière in 1975.Jul75 Here, the setup consists
again of two separated ferromagnetic layers. The difference compared to the GMR arrangement
is found in the separator layer, which here is an isolator. The transport of electrons happens in
a tunneling process from one side to another, and the tunneling probability increases with a
smaller relative angle between the magnetizations of the two layers.
In the TMR and GMR concepts, the most simple arrangements consist of two ferromag-
netic layers with a spacer layer is also based on the assumption that the magnetization in the
ferromagnetic elements of the structure possess a single domain magnetic structure. This concept
is also realizable using planar, SA-MOVPE grown MnAs nanoclusters, when the nanoclusters
are small enough and exhibit a simple shape, which is the case for e.g. a round or elongated
cluster with a width of about 300 nm and below and a sub-micron length (in case of an elongated
structure). With suitably-positioned nanoclusters separated by a sufficiently narrow gap for the
insertion of a non-ferromagnetic spacer material, it is thus possible define a GMR-like structure.
However, if the morphology of the nanocluster system exceeds the limits of a ’simple’ shape, e.g.
in the case of two merged nanoclusters, possibly with a relative angle between them like shown
in figure 10, the formation of a more complex domain structure is likely, including more than
two domains with differently oriented magnetizations.
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Figure 10: SEM image of a merged two-cluster arrangement. The relative angle between the two
elongated clusters is 120 ◦. Due to the growth parameters, the clusters are strongly
merged at their interface.
The case of current passing through such a magnetic structure with several domain walls is
different from the case of conventional GMR- and TMR-like device arrangements, since in this
case, the functional part of the structure consists of only one material system instead of a
heterostructure consisting of ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic layers. However, in this case,
one can also expect spin-dependent transport caused by scattering events at the domain walls.
Heiliger et al. have investigated the conductivity behavior of ideal domain walls in MnAsHei10
by performing ab initio calculations. They found a cosine-like relation between the domain wall
conductivity and the relative in-plane angle of the adjacent domains’ magnetizations:
σ ∼ cos(Φ1 − Φ2), (24)
with σ for the domain wall conductivity and Φx for the magnetization orientation of the two
neighboring domains. The magnetoresistance ratio for such an ideal arrangement is determined
to about 300% with a spin polarization of 40%. The comparatively high magnetoresistance ratio
can be related to the different positions of the spin transport channels in the Brillouin zone.
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This causes spin-dependent scattering of charge carriers over the domain wall, which increases
with the relative angle between the magnetizations. However, the calculations are based on
ideal crystal quality as well as an ideal abrupt domain wall, thus can be seen as an upper
limit of achievable magnetoresistance performance. The cosine-like behavior of the conductivity
depending on the relative angle of the magnetizations is a central and important information
serving the interpretations of the observations made on the MnAs nanocluster arrangements
which will be discussed later.
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Part II
Investigation of MnAs nanoclusters
4 Magnetic Force Microscopy
Since the revolutionary invention of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) in 1981, many
different techniques based on this principle have been developed, which can all be summarized
under the term Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM). They all have in common that a sub-micron
scale tip, serving as a probe, is moved over a surface to gain information on its morphology
and/or the material properties of the volume below. The tip is mounted on a cantilever consisting
of silicon, silicon-oxide or silicon-nitride, which is able to perform mechanical displacement and
vibrations. This cantilever can be positioned very precisely in all three spatial dimensions (x
and y are the two coordinates parallel to the surface and z is perpendicular to the surface) by
changing the bias voltage on piezoelectric crystals on which it is fixed. The cantilever deflection
is determined by a laser beam being reflected on its surface and being detected by a CCD sensor.
Using this method, even very fine cantilever deflection angles can be detected. Usually, the
distance between the probe tip and the surface is in the range of 10 nm and belowMir04. In
case of STM, one can detect tunnel currents between tip and surface, if both are electrically
conductive and a potential difference is applied between them. When performing measurements
based on force interactions between the tip and the surface, e.g. atomic force microscopy (AFM),
one can detect a cantilever displacement when the tip is approaching the surface. In this case, a
feedback control can be introduced to keep the tip-surface distance constant by regulating the
z-position on a certain cantilever displacement value. In this case, the information about the
surface morphology is given by the adjusted z-position as function of the lateral coordinates. If
the z-position of the cantilever is kept constant, the displacement as a function of the lateral
coordinates serves as morphology information.
A different approach is possible when the cantilever is brought into a state of oscillation in
z-direction, induced by the z-piezo crystal being stimulated by an AC voltage tuned near a
resonance frequency of the cantilever. In this case, interactions between the surface and the
tip cause a damping of the actual cantilever’s oscillation behavior, resulting in a detuning of
the resonance frequency and a phase shift. With stronger interaction forces, the disturbance of
the cantilever oscillation gets stronger. The frequency offset and the phase shift thus delivers a
measure for the strength of the interacting forces.
Since SPM techniques are based on a rather uncomplicated experimental setup, it is possible to
realize a sophisticated measurement system yielding nanometer-scale resolutions as a desk-top
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tool. The SPM setup used in this work was a commercial NanoScope system manufactured by
Digital Instruments, where the measurements are performed in atmosphere and at room temper-
ature. It is also possible to set up a SPM assembly in a vacuum chamber, to install a thermostat
to control the sample temperature and even to include the system directly into growth facilities
for an in situ analysis, which however brings on the respectively higher apparative complexity.
Commercial state-of-the-art systems are able to operate at ultra high vacuum conditions and in
a temperature range of around 1.5K up to 1000K.
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is one of the most widespread methods to analyze micro- and
nanoscopic magnetic structures. It is based on the comparatively simple STM setup described
above, and most common utilizes the vibrating cantilever operation mode. The significant
difference to other SPM techniques is the use of a ferromagnetic tip, which exhibits a permanent
magnetization. The magnetization of the tip can be optimized by applying a well-defined
external magnetic field to it before performing the measurement. When the tip is approaching a
surface of a ferromagnetic sample which possesses a certain magnetic structure, the magnetic
dipole of the tip interacts with the magnetic stray fields, which causes a disturbance in the
cantilever oscillation. The detected frequency detuning and phase shift as functions of the lateral
coordinates x and y serve as a ’map’ indicating the stray field intensity above the surface, which
allows one to draw conclusions about the magnetic structure of the material near the surface.
In case of the MnAs nanocluster arrangement investigation, MFM plays a key role concerning
two central issues:
• Determination of the magnetic structure The formation of isolated and well-defined
magnetic domains is of major importance for the interpretation of the nanocluster arrange-
ment’s behavior. A MFM image of a MnAs nanocluster arrangement can be used to find
possible domain wall pinning sites (like strutural features such as constrictions), domain
magnetization directions influenced by the cluster’s geometry, and possible volumes with a
more complex magnetic structure consisting of an ensemble of smaller domains, e.g. at the
merging area between two nanoclusters. Gaining knowledge about the domain formation
behavior in MnAs nanocluster system enables one to obtain an
• Additional verification of the formation of a ferromagnetic phase. MnAs may
occur in three different phases depending mainly on the temperature, as described in
section 1. Although one expects the formation of the ferromagnetic α-MnAs-phase below
40 ◦C, possible disruptions in the synthesis process leading to deviations in the material
properties and thus the formation of the desired ferromagnetic phase can be additionally
excluded by observing the ferromagnetic behavior of the samples in MFM. There are
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other methods to confirm and even quantify the ferromagnetic behavior, e.g. ferromagnetic
resonance measurements, however, MFM offers a rather simple and fast experimental
method to observe a magnetic structure.
Prior to the MFM investigations of the MnAs nanocluster arrangements, the samples were
magnetized in an external magnetic field in order to achieve a controlled and comparable initial
magnetization state for all samples, since in most cases the MFM was carried out between the
growth process and the electrical contact lithography. The applied homogeneous magnetic field
was generated in the gap between the poles of an electromagnet where the sample was located.
The field direction was parallel to the [110] direction of MnAs and had a flux density of 0.25T or
0.57T, depending on the respective laboratory setup. The procedure took place in atmosphere
and at room temperature and was carried out with constant maximum flux density for at least
one minute. The MFM experiments were carried out exemplarily on several different cluster
arrangements after growth or after the contacting process.
4.1 MFM investigations on MnAs nanoclusters after growth
Figure 11 shows a magnetic force microscopy (MFM) image of a single elongated nanocluster.
The cluster has a length of approximately 900 nm and a width of approximately 500 nm.
Figure 11: Magnetic force microscopy image of a single, elongated cluster. The formation of
a single magnetic domain with a magnetization aligned to the cluster’s elongation
direction is clearly visible.
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The stray fields which are visible in the MFM image imply that one single magnetic domain
is formed in the cluster, which is parallel to the [110] direction of the MnAs crystal structure.
In this direction, one finds a magnetic easy axis regarding the magnetoctrystalline anisotropy of
MnAs as well as the shape anisotropy caused by the elongated form.
Figure 12: Magnetic force microscopy image of a cluster arrangement consisting of two elongated
nanoclusters which are merged at their interfaces.
Figure 12 shows the MFM image of a MnAs nanocluster arrangement consisting of two
elongated clusters with a length of 900 nm and a rather large width of approximately 500 nm
each. The clusters are merged at their interfaces and form one uniform cluster with a length of
approximately 1.8µm. The MFM image, comparable to the one in figure 11, clearly shows that
one single domain is formed in the cluster, whose magnetization direction is oriented along the
[110] direction of MnAs, parallel to the cluster’s elongation direction.
When the single clusters of an arrangement are not merged, one can observe the formation of
single, isolated magnetic domains in each cluster. This can be observed in the arrangement shown
in figure 13. It consists of two clearly separated nanoclusters with a length of approximately
900 nm and a width of approximately 500 nm each. The magnetizations are both aligned to the
[110] direction of MnAs, which is also the elongation direction of both clusters.
In figure 14, one can see an arrangement of two elongated clusters, both of them with a length
of approximately 1µm and a width of 200 nm. The elongation directions of the clusters are
aligned to the [010] (upper cluster) and [100] (lower cluster) direction, respectively, resulting
in a relative angle of 60◦. The MFM image shows that the clusters form two clearly separated
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Figure 13: Magnetic force microscopy of an arrangement of two separated, elongated nanoclus-
ters.
magnetic domains, both with the magnetization directions aligned to the respective elongation
direction. The [010] and [100] directions also represent easy magnetic axes resulting from the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy of MnAs. This observation shows the dominance of the shape
anisotropy energy in clusters with comparatively high aspect ratio, since the external field
applied in advance to the MFM measurement showed in [110] direction, where one can also find
an easy magnetic axis.
The cluster arrangement shown in figure 15 is, comparable to the one in figure 14, composed
of two elongated clusters with a length of approximately 1µm each and a relative angle of
60◦. However, they are strongly merged at their ends, resulting in an approximately 500 nm
wide agglomeration of MnAs between the clusters in the merging area. As one can see in the
MFM image, this agglomeration leads to the formation of multiple magnetic domains with
different magnetization orientations. The elongated parts of the two contributing clusters form
domains with a magnetization orientation aligned along their elongation directions in the [010]
and [100] direction, respectively. In the agglomeration area, two magnetic domains are formed
with magnetization orientations parallel to the [110] direction and antiparallel to each other.
The more complex micromagnetic structure in this case leads to the assumption that MnAs
nanocluster structures with a low lateral aspect ratio and lateral extensions of 500 nm and more
tend to form multiple domains with different magnetization orientations.
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Figure 14: Magnetic force microscopy of an arrangement of two elongated nanoclusters with a
relative angle of 60◦. The upper cluster is parallel to the [010] direction of Mnas, the
lower cluster is parallel to the [100] direction.
4.2 MFM investigations on contacted MnAs nanoclusters
The contact structures which are applied on the nanocluster arrangements after growth have a
thickness of around 110 nm, which is significantly more than the MnAs nanocluster thickness of
less than 100 nm. This complicates the MFM imaging on the nanoclusters, since the interaction
between the magnetic stray fields of the clusters and the magnetized probe tip depends on the
distance between surface and tip. The height of the contact structure reduces the exchange
integral for the interaction between the stray fields of the MnAs clusters and the magnetized
tip, disturbing the stray field detection.
However, it is experimentally possible to observe the magnetization of contacted clusters, when
the domains are large enough to yield sufficiently strong stray fields to achieve a detectable
interaction even above the contact layers. Figure 16 shows an arrangement of two merged
elongated nanoclusters with a length of 900 nm and a width of 400 nm each. One can observe
the formation of a single magnetic domain in the [110] direction and parallel to the cluster’s
elongation direction.
The MFM imaging experiments confirm that the grown clusters consist of a ferromagnetic
material, which is with a high probability the expected α-phase of MnAs. In every MFM
image, an interaction between the stray fields caused by the cluster’s magnetic domains and the
magnetic probe can be observed. Furthermore, the orientation of the cluster’s magnetizations is
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Figure 15: Magnetic force microscopy of an arrangement of two elongated nanoclusters with a
relative angle of 60◦, which are merged at their interfaces. During growth, MnAs has
accumulated in the pointed angle between the clusters, which forms a bulk area with
a width of around 500 nm.
strongly influenced by their shape. Although there is an external magnetic field, oriented in
the [110] direction of MnAs, applied to the sample in advance to the imaging procedure, one
can observe that the magnetization of elongated clusters is preferably aligned to the respective
elongation direction of the cluster, even if this direction is different from the external magnetic
field direction. This denotes the dominance of the magnetic shape anisotropy.
In case of a cluster shape with a lower lateral aspect ratio, one can observe the formation
of a multiple domain structure. Figure 15 shows that the bulk-like structure promotes the
establishment of two counterwise aligned magnetic domains, whereas the left domain in the
bulk area is also aligned to the poles of the adjacent elongated cluster parts. This information is
of greater importance in particular for the interpretation of the investigations on merged cluster
systems.
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Figure 16: Magnetic force microscopy of an arrangement of two elongated nanoclusters with
a length of 900 nm each and contacted by a structure consisting of 10 nm Ti and
100 nm Au.
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5 Magnetoresistance measurements on MnAs nanoclus-
ters
The purpose of the present thesis is to investigate the possibilities of applying MnAs nanoclusters
and nanocluster arrangements as building blocks for novel, planar magnetoelectronic device
structures. To get insight into the electrical transport properties of the clusters, they have been
equipped with electric contacts, allowing one to connect them to laboratory equipment for the
conduction of magnetotransport experiments. A high variety of measurements on many different
sample structures and under varying several external parameters like the magnetic field and the
sample temperature has been performed.
The experimental setup in which these measurements were carried out is based on a commercial
Figure 17: The transport measurement system, including the cryostat (blue cylinder) comprising
the helium bath and superconducting magnet coil and a rack containing the whole
automatized measurement device setup.
Oxford VTI-cryostat embedded in a superconducting magnet system. It allows to adjust the
sample temperature between 1.6 and 280K, while external magnetic fields of up to 10T can be
applied with a defined orientation with respect to the sample. Usually, the samples are mounted
on a sample holder which allows one to adjust and vary the sample orientation about two axes
which then remain fixed during the actual measurement procedure in the cryostat. The sample
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holder is equipped with a special temperature sensor showing a low magnetoresistance influence.
The sample cooling is achieved by a flow of liquid helium into the evacuated sample chamber,
regulated by a needle valve. Without helium flow, the vacuum in the sample chamber usually
reaches values in the upper mPa range. For the adjustment and regulation of the temperature,
the helium flow is set to a constant level yielding a chamber pressure of 1 kPa, while the cooling
counteracts to a PID-controlled heater coil connected to the sample chamber. The heating
power is controlled by an Oxford ITC-4 temperature control, which is connected to a separate
temperature sensor located inside the sample chamber. This setup allows one a sufficiently
precisely control of the measurement temperature, which usually shows a deviation below 0.1K.
The magnetic field is generated by a superconducting coil bearing currents of up to 120A and
located in a liquid helium bath. The power and control for the magnetic fields is provided by an
Oxford PS-120-10 magnet power source, which allows one to conduct measurements at constant
fields with a step-wise change as well as in sweeping fields with a well-defined sweeping rate.
Usually, the transport measurements are performed at a constant current, which is provided
and controlled by a Keithley 220 power current source. For achieving a higher precision in the
resistance measurements, this current is measured by a separate Keithley 6485 picoamperemeter
in serial connection. The voltage drop over the sample is measured by a Keithley 2182 nanovolt-
meter. The connection between the sample contacts and the measuring equipment is performed
by a Keithley 7001 switch system with a 7065 Hall card, which provides a high variety of possible
measuring configurations without the manual change of any plug-in connections.
The whole measurement setup is centrally controlled by a personal computer over GPIB and
serial bus systems. By using the custom-made measurement software Caesar 2, it is possible to
conduct fully automatized transport measurement sequences with a free choice of measurement
conditions. An automatically generated measurement protocol contains a set of values charac-
terizing each performed measurement step, recording the applied current, measured voltage,
sample temperature, applied external magnetic field and the time at which the measurement
took place as well as the predefined target parameters. With this set of information, it is possible
to observe relations between the transport properties of the sample and the input parameters
field, temperature and time.
There are several different measurement modes which were applied on the MnAs nanoclusters.
They are based on the acquisition of a series of predefined measurement setpoints at certain
temperatures and external magnetic fields. The magnetic field dependence measurement is
usually carried out at a constant temperature, with the magnetic field varying from setpoint
to setpoint. For the temperature dependence measurement, the external magnetic field is held
at a constant value (mostly zero), and the temperature is changed from setpoint to setpoint.
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Figure 18: The lowest part of the sample holder, which is located on the level of the supercon-
ducting coil during the measurement. The sample is positioned on the movable socket
by using an eight-pin plug holder. Below the socket, a resistive temperature sensor
with low magnetic field sensitivity provides information on the sample temperature
during the measurements. The socket plate can be panned to the vertical sample
holder axis in steps of 15 ◦, while the socket can be rotated in this plane by 90 ◦.
For the time dependence measurements, the magnetic field dependence measuring scheme is
applied with the use of constant field sequences. In this case, the repetition rate is determined
by the adjustable waiting times between and during the measurements as well as the times the
measurement itself takes to be performed.
5.1 Current-voltage characteristics
A contacted MnAs nanocluster arrangement includes several different interfaces: two interfaces
between gold bond wire and bondpad as well as two interfaces between contact structure and
MnAs cluster. To determine that the interfaces show an ohmic behavior, a current-voltage char-
acteristics measurement has been performed on several samples. In every case, the characteristic
yields a straight line, confirming the ohmic behavior of the whole contact chain. Figure 19 shows
the measurement for sample S0355(3)-B7, exemplarily. The voltage has been varied in a range
of ±10mV, resulting in a current of up to 50 nA.
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Figure 19: Current-voltage characteristics measurement on sample S0355(3)-B7. The two curves
result from two different measurement configurations of the four-point-contacting
with two bond contacts on each of the two bondpads.
5.2 Magnetoresistance jumps
When a current is passing through a system containing two or more magnetic domains and thus
one or more magnetic domain walls, the relative angle of the adjacent domain magnetizations of
the domain wall influences its conductivity with a cosine-like behavior. As described above, the
magnetoresistance in MnAs nanocluster-based systems has a theoretically determined upper
limit of about 300%Hei10, which depicts the possible impact of magnetoresistance effects based
on the domain structure. When the relative angle of the adjacent magnetizations of a domain
wall changes abruptly, one can expect an abrupt change in the resistance of the system. These
magnetization changes can be related to external influences such as the external magnetic field
or the temperature and are also influenced by the magnetic anisotropy effect, which will be
explained in detail when discussing the respective measurements.
One of the first magnetoresistance measurements on the sample S0308(1)-B8, shown in figure
20, illustrates the possibilities for the observation of discrete magnetoresistance phenomena
in MnAs nanoclusters. The sample, which can be seen in figure 21, consists of two elongated
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nanoclusters with a length of 900 nm each and a relative angle of 120 ◦ merged to a round cluster
between them, resulting in structure widths of about 200 nm and 300 nm in the merging area
around the intermediate cluster. Based on earlier considerations about shape anisotropy effects
and MFM investigations on comparable systems, one can expect a rather complicated domain
structure here, which leads to the formation of several small domains in the merging area. The
numerous observed jump events can be related to thermally activated magnetization changes in
small domains in the merging area as well as the changing external magnetic field. The field
was oriented perpendicular to the (110) direction (parallel to the vertical elongated cluster in
the image) in the sample plane between -10T and 10T and in case of one measurement cycle
between -5T and 5T. However, in case of this sample, the rather random jump characteristics
inhibits a further explanation of the magnetization change events leading to the jumps. The fact
that the jumps occur at several different fields yielding numerous different, non-reproducable
resistance values, leads to the conclusion that a highly disordered magnetic domain structure
is present at least in the merging area around the round structure between the two elongated
clusters. In addition, the influence of thermally activated effects can be considered as important
at 280K, since in other samples, thermal effects on MnAs were observed even at significantly
lower temperature ranges between 65K and 165K.
This series of interesting measurements shows that discrete MR jumps can be observed in MnAs
even at room temperature. For a better understanding of the effects comprising the influence of
the external magnetic field as well as that of the thermal energy, a number of investigations
has been performed on several different nanocluster arrangements, allowing one to distinguish
between the effects of the external parameters on the magnetoresistance behavior.
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Figure 20: Stack plot of magnetoresistance measurements, performed under the influence of a
varying external magnetic field at 280K on the MnAs nanocluster sample S0308(1)-B8.
Numerous discrete changes in the resistance can be observed.
Figure 21: MnAs nanocluster sample S0308(1)-B8, consisting of two elongated nanoclusters
merged with a round cluster between them, forming a large, merged three-cluster
system.
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The images shown in figure 23 show two MR measurements on sample S0355(3)-B7, shown
in figure 22.
Figure 22: MnAs nanocluster sample S0355(3)-B7-1, consisting of two clearly separated, elon-
gated nanoclusters connected by a metal (Au) spacer.
This nanocluster arrangement consists of two elongated clusters which are both oriented
parallel to the (110)-axis of MnAs. They have a length of 1µm and 750 nm, respectively, and a
width of 150 nm for both clusters. At their merging point, the clusters are connected by a metal
spacer layer, which consists of 100 nm gold grown on 10 nm titanium as adhesive layer, both
deposited by a thermal evaporation process. The concept of this magnetoelectronic structure
is comparable to a GMR setup, where two magnetic layers are separated by a nonmagnetic
conductive material. The MR effect in GMR devices originates from the spin conservation
of charge carriers, which are injected from the first ferromagnetic layer into the nonmagnetic
material, experiencing spin-dependent scattering at the interface between the nonmagnetic and
the second ferromagnetic layer. For a parallel configuration of the magnetizations of the two
ferromagnetic regimes, one expects less spin-dependent scattering compared to an antiparallel
configuration, resulting in a lower resistance. Such a GMR-like effect should also occur in case
of the MnAs nanocluster arrangement shown in figure 22, just in the geometry arranged in the
sample plane, although different from the layered arrangement of the classical GMR geometry.
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Figure 23: Raw MR measurements on sample S0355(3)-B7. The external magnetic field was
varied between -10T and 10T in parallel or perpendicular configuration relative to
the (110) direction in sample plane.
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The measurements on sample S0355(3)-B7 (figure 23) show a strong linear MR effect resulting
from shunting currents through the matrix below the nanoclusters, as described in chapter 3.2.
Both measurements have been performed starting from an external magnetic field of -10T, rising
to +10T and sweeping back to -10T, all with an increment of 0.1T between the measurement
steps. In the measurement graph for the parallel configuration, one can observe a slightly lower
resistance at the starting point of the upsweep branch, which was performed at the beginning of
the measurement. This effect is caused by the thermal influence on the system’s ohmic resistance
while the sample temperature was not yet adjusted to the equilibrium value at the beginning of
the measurement sequence.
In contrast to the continuous and smooth background characteristics caused by the two men-
tioned effects, one can identify several discrete changes of the resistance which can be related to
magnetization jumps. To achieve a better visibility of those resistance jumps, the background
has been subtracted for both configurations. The magnetoresistance graphs corrected in this
manner can be seen in figure 25 for the parallel configuration and figure 24 for the perpendicular
configuration of cluster symmetry axis and external magnetic field direction.
After subtracting the background, the magnetoresistance measurement in figure 24 shows
one large resistance jump on the first, rising field branch of the measurement. The jump has a
relative height of 1.38 kΩ, which yields a MR ratio of around 7.2‰ when normalized to the
zero-field resistance of the upsweep branch of 190.43 kΩ. This is comparatively small, however,
considering the observed linear background MR, one can assume that a significant part of the
electrical current is flowing through a shunting path in the Mn-doped GaAs matrix beyond the
nanoclusters. Thus, one finds that only a part of the measured current is actually passing the
nanocluster arrangement. This allows one to assume that the actual MR effect in the arrangement
is higher, since the measurement of the zero-field resistance comprises the transport through
both, cluster arrangement and matrix, because a subtraction of the linear MR background is
only possible for the magnetic-field dependent contribution. The observed MR jump extends
over three measurement points, starting at -2.2T and ending at -2.0T. Afterwards, the high
resistance value decreases slowly until it meets again with the baseline at around +4T. On the
measurement branch back from +10T to -10T, no jump-like phenomenon can be observed, and
the resistance stays on a comparatively smooth level.
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Figure 24: MR measurement with the external field perpendicular to S0355(3)-B7 and with
subtracted background function. A MR jump around -2.1T is clearly visible.
In case of the parallel orientation of the external magnetic field and the nanocluster arrange-
ment, one can observe two jump features, one on each branch of the measurement. The first
jump on the upsweep branch extends from -1T to -0.8T, afterwards it decays slowly with rising
external field until it reaches the baseline at around +1T. On the downsweep branch, a jump
occurs at -3.1T and ends at -3.2T, afterwards the resistance value decreases again slowly down
to the baseline value at around 7T. For both jumps, one achieves a MR ratio of around 2.7‰,
which is again comparatively low while the actual MR performance of the arrangement can be
suspected higher due to shunting currents below the nanoclusters.
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Figure 25: MR measurement with the external field parallel to S0355(3)-B7 and with subtracted
background function. MR jumps around -0.9T and -3.1T are clearly visible.
An explanation for these phenomena and their characteristics can be found by considering
the free energy of the nanoclusters, which is influenced by the external magnetic field as well as
by the magnetic anisotropy effects arising from the crystal structure of MnAs, the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy, and the morphology of the respective nanoclusters, the shape anisotropy.
Also, coupling effects between the clusters play a role. The interplay of those effects generates a
manifold of more or less favorable orientations for the cluster’s magnetizations. Since the clusters
have only weak magnetic axes in the (0001) or sample plane and a hard magnetic axis perpen-
dicular to this plane, one can assume that their magnetizations are oriented in the sample plane.
This reduces the evaluation of the magnetization’s energetical manifold to a one-dimensional
problem. The free energy of a nanocluster can then be plotted as a function of the rotational
in-plane angle of the magnetization. This graph is referred to as an energy landscape, exposing
a variety of minima which represent favorable positions of the magnetizations.
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Figure 26: Energy landscape for an elongated nanocluster comparable to the clusters in the
investigated sample S0355(3)-B7 and exposed to external magnetic fields with different
strengths and parallel to the elongation direction of the cluster.
Figure 26 shows the energy landscape for one cluster in the investigated arrangement under
the influence of different external magnetic fields. In the absence of a field, the energy landscape
is dominated by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy with its six-fold symmetry, showing six
minima with relative angles of about 60 ◦ and slightly shifted by the shape anisotropy caused by
the clusters elongation. The two significantly deeper and identical minima at 0 ◦ and 180 ◦ mark
magnetization orientations parallel to the clusters elongation direction. Here, a superposition
of magnetocrystalline and shape minima occurs, thus one achieves an energetically favorable
orientation. If one switches on an external magnetic field parallel to the clusters elongation
direction, the influence of the Zeeman energy becomes visible in form of a sine-like profile
establishing in the energy landscape. At field values of 2T, one can already observe a deep
valley establishing in the direction of the applied field, while several other minima are still
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visible. At a higher field value of 7.5T, all minima vanish except the one that is induced by
the external field. Figure 27 shows a comparable energy landscape for the case with the exter-
nal magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the cluster’s elongation direction and in sample plane.
Figure 27: Energy landscape for an elongated nanocluster comparable to the clusters in the
investigated sample S0355(3)-B7 and exposed to external magnetic fields with different
strengths and perpendicular to the elongation direction of the cluster.
These considerations help one to interpret the magnetoresistance jumps observed in the mea-
surements. Figure 28 shows the correlation between the external magnetic field and the mag-
netizations in the nanocluster arrangement, leading to the magnetoresistance characteristics
shown in figure 24 and being influenced by the different energy landscapes at different fields
like shown in figure 27. Starting at waypoint I, the external magnetic field is at -10T and
both cluster magnetizations are aligned along the external field. Thus, the relative angle of
the magnetizations results in a low magnetoresistance of the cluster interface. With decreasing
external field (waypoint II), the magnetizations rotate into the direction of the cluster elongation.
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This is caused by minima of the shape anisotropy energy in the energy landscape, which become
the dominant minima with decreasing field. Since a jump is observed in the MR measurement
at that point, it is concluded that the magnetizations turn into opposite orientations. From
waypoint III, where the field polarity is changed and the field increases towards 10T, the
magnetizations turn out of the shape anisotropy minima continuously, which causes the MR to
decrease slowly back to the baseline. Here, the cluster magnetizations are again aligned to the
external field, which is also the case at waypoint IV. When decreasing again towards waypoint
V, no jump is seen in the MR measurement. This is correlated to the cluster magnetizations
turning back into the elongation directions again somewhat comparable to waypoint II, however,
here they turn into a parallel aligned state during the field reduction and reversal, yielding no
change in the relative angle and thus in the MR.
Figure 28: Possible magnetization rotation sequence leading to the observed MR characteristics
in case of the perpendicular configuration of field and nanocluster arrangement. The
big red arrows represent the external magnetic field, the white arrows depict the
cluster magnetizations.
For the measurement with the external magnetic field parallel to the cluster’s elongation
direction (figure 25), the energy landscapes for different fields are shown in figure 26, and the
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explanation for the MR characteristics is shown in figure 29. At waypoint I, the external field is
at -10T and both cluster magnetizations are parallel aligned to it. With decreasing field, the
restriction to the minimum in the elongation direction gets weaker, and the magnetization of
the smaller cluster jumps in the adjacent minimum caused by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
This jump causes the first MR jump in figure 25. Since this happens prior to the field polarity
change, one can suppose that this jump is thermally activated. Such thermal effects are further
described and explained in chapter 6.1. After the jump and with decreasing and afterwards
invertedly rising external field (waypoint III), the magnetization of the larger cluster follows
continuously. With this process, the relative angle between the magnetization direction decays
continuously to zero, causing the MR to fall to the baseline until the external field has reached
+10T. Here, at waypoint IV, both magnetizations point in elongation direction and are aligned
parallel to the external field. With falling field around waypoint V, the magnetizations stay
in their shape anisotropy minima, which persists over the field inversion point. With rising
inverted field at waypoint VI, the small cluster jumps into an adjacent minimum caused by the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, since the increasing Zeeman contribution in the energy landscape
lets the shape anisotropy minimum pointing in opposite field direction become shallow, before
it completely vanishes. This magnetization jump causes the second MR jump in figure 25.
Afterwards, the larger cluster turns its magnetization continuously towards field direction until
both cluster magnetizations are aligned parallel to the external magnetic field and parallel to
each other.
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Figure 29: Possible magnetization rotation sequence leading to the observed MR characteristics
in case of the parallel configuration of field and nanocluster arrangement. The big
red arrows represent the external magnetic field, the white arrows depict the cluster
magnetizations.
These explanations show that the model based on the cosine-like angle-resistance function
and energy density landscape is applicable to find possible sequences of the change of the
magnetic structure of the clusters related to the observed MR effects. However, in case of the
first jump in the parallel configuration, the model reaches its limit when the consideration of a
thermally influenced jump in advance to the field inversion needs to be assumed in order to
describe the experiment. Also, in case of the perpendicular configuration, an explanation can be
found, however, it still contains a certain randomness regarding the information whether the
clusters jump into a parallel (falling field branch) or antiparallel (rising field branch) orientation.
This lack of information is caused by the rather small amount of information one can achieve
about the magnetic structure of the cluster system during the measurement. The only measure
and thus certain information one achieves in situ with changing external field and a defined
sample temperature is the overall resistance which is measured. All other considerations including
the energy landscapes, conductivity characteristics and magnetization directions are based on
considerations about known facts which yield a certain picture of the observed phenomena’s
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roots when combined.
Despite these limitations, one finds a correlation between observed MR jumps and the nanoclus-
ter arrangement’s setup together with the external circumstances. The central information of
these measurements and the related considerations is that
• MnAs nanocluster arrangements show discrete magnetoresistance jumps and
• the observed features can be correlated to external influences as well as properties of the
material system and the structure’s geometry.
5.3 Background function
As mentioned above, the background of the MR measurements seen in figures 23 has been
subtracted to provide a better visibility of the investigated jump features. Figure 30 shows
the subtracted background function as well as the corresponding sample temperature for each
measurement point. The temperature has a deviation at the beginning of the measurement
around -10T caused by a not yet reached equilibrium temperature of the sample itself. This
effect can also be seen in the MR background in the same region. Besides that, one can observe a
"butterfly"-like temperature progress, which is caused by a MR effect in the resistive temperature
sensor attached to the cryostat chamber, influencing the temperature control to slightly adjust the
cryostat temperature. A certain delay in this process causes the butterfly-like asymmetry. This
effect is considered as small, however, it is also accounted for the subtracted background function.
Up to 1T, the MR has a parabolical characteristic, which can be related to the ordinary
MR, described in chapter 3.1, acting on the conducting parts of the structure. Above 1T, the
dominating effect in the MR background is a positive, large linear magnetoresistance. This effect
has also been observed by Johnson et al. in other, strongly disordered MnAs-GaAs hybrids,
where its MR ratio is found to increase at lower temperaturesJoh10. In case of the nanoclusters,
it is supposed that a part of the probe current flows through the GaAs matrix below the MnAs
clusters. Since the samples are grown at comparatively high temperatures, one can assume that
diffusion takes place and Mn atoms migrate into the GaAs matrix, generating a disordered
MnAs-GaAs hybrid. The shunting current passes through these areas and experiences a linear
magnetoresistance, which then appears in the MR measurements.
The visibility and magnitude of this effect is, on the one hand, an indication that the isolation
between the nanocluster structures and the GaAs matrix needs to be improved. Depending
on the respective sample, the observed linear MR effect varied in its magnitude - while the
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Figure 30: Subtracted background function for the measurement of the parallel configuration of
cluster arrangement and external field. The black dots show the MR background,
the red curve indicates the sample temperature drift over the measurement.
(uncorrected) MR curves on the sample observed in figure 20 showed only a slight linear MR and
comparatively high MR ratio jumps, the linear MR is dominant in other measurements, as shown
e.g. in figure 23. This variation can be interpreted as a variation in isolation quality between
cluster and matrix material. On the other hand, it gives an explanation on the comparatively
low MR ratio observed in the jump features. Since only a part of the current passes the clusters
and thus the domain interfaces, only this part undergoes the influence of the spin-dependent
transport through these structures.
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6 Thermally activated magnetoresistance effects
6.1 Néel-Brown-Law
With decreasing spatial extensions in the low sub-micron scale regions, magnetoelectronic device
structures suffer increasingly from the influence of thermal energy. The magnetization of a
single domain particle is kept in a certain direction mainly by anisotropy effects (see chapter 2).
Anisotropy constants can be understood as energy densities. This means that the energies which
apply for a certain magnetic domain scale with the domain volume. With decreasing domain
sizes, the probability of a magnetization inversion is rising. Plenty of research work has been
performed addressing the influence of thermal energy on the behavior of micro- and nanoscopic
magnetic systems.Atk03All94 A first quantitative description of this phenomenon has been given
by the Néel-Brown-law in 1949:Nee49Bro63
1
τ
= f0 · e−∆EkT , (25)
where τ represents the mean residence time during which a defined magnetic state is persistent,
f0 is the attempt frequency and ∆E is the energy barrier which has to be overcome by the
magnetic particle in order to reorient its magnetization. The attempt frequency can be seen as
an upper limit of "attempts" the particle undergoes to change its magnetization state, while
the exponential factor defines the probability of how many of those attempts will result in a
magnetization state change.Cof12 This defines the mean time this particular magnetic state will
be occupied by the particle.
The value of the attempt frequency depends on experimental conditions such as the particle
volume, the material system including its anisotropy effects and also the temperature.Dic93 Sta59
Typical values for f0 are in the range of 109 to 1013 HzLes96, however, they can also vary strongly
depending on the experimental conditions.Bod04
The energy ∆E, which keeps the single domain particle in a certain magnetic state, can be seen
as the barrier in the energy landscape which confines this magnetic state. As mentioned above,
an energy landscape is influenced by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and, if present,
the shape anisotropy energy. In addition, coupling to other magnetic particles can also influence
the energy barrier (see chapter 2, superparamagnetism). External magnetic fields can also play
a role, since they strongly influence the energy landscape over the Zeeman energy contribution.
An applied external magnetic field flattens or, depending on the field value and anisotropy
constant, defines minima in the energy landscape. This effect is, for example, demonstrated in
figures 26 and 27.
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The Néel-Brown-law applies only for single-domain particles up to a certain size. Wernsdorfer
et al. have found that in case of elongated nickel nanowires with a diameter of about 65 nm
and a length of 2µm, the Néel-Brown law does not apply, since the magnetization reversal is
performed in a nucleation process. The initial volume of this process is around two magnitudes
smaller than the actual nanowire.Wer96 However, they showed that the Néel-Brown-law applies
for ferromagnetic particles with a size of 15 to 30 nm.Wer97.
6.2 Dynamic effects in MnAs resistance measurements
During the investigations of the magnetoelectronic properties of MnAs nanoclusters, several
resistance jumps have been observed which could not be reproduced by repeating the corre-
sponding external magnetic field sequences. An example for these randomly occurring jumps in
a MR measurement can be seen in the set of measurement graphs shown in figure 20 of chapter
5. Here, many jumps occurred during the whole measurement sequence, however, they did not
appear at recurring positions in the external magnetic field sequences. These randomly-appearing
resistance changes can be traced back to the influence of thermal energy on the micromagnetic
structure of the sample. Based on the thermal origin and the random-like appearance of this
effect being comparable to random telegraph noise, it is referred to as magnetic random telegraph
noise (RTN).Fi15b Although RTN is a random phenomenon, its characteristic parameters like the
frequency and the recurring probability of certain states can be correlated with the respective
temperature of a measurement, as described in the passage above. In front of this background, the
RTN in MnAs nanocluster samples is investigated and described qualitatively and quantitatively.
The transport measurements for the investigation of thermally activated, dynamic effects
in MnAs nanoclusters have been performed on two different nanocluster samples shown in figure
31. The first sample is a comparatively simple lateral nanowire-like structure with four contacts
attached. One of these contacts, which can only be seen as a shadow in the SEM image, has
been damaged during the lithography processing. The remaining three contacts subdivide the
cluster into one shorter and one longer section. The longer section, which has a length of about
3.5µm and a width of 400 nm has been used for the measurements. In this section, the cluster
exhibits a partly rough morphology at its lateral edges.
The second sample shows a slightly more complex geometry: it consists of two elongated nano-
clusters with different lengths, which enclose a relative angle of 120 ◦ and are merged at their
interface. The longer cluster has a length of around 950 nm, the smaller of around 600 nm, while
both have a width of around 300 nm. The merging area is indicated by a constriction where the
cluster arrangement has a width of only 250 nm.
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Figure 31: Top image: Scanning electron microscopy image of a nanowire-like cluster, bot-
tom image: Scanning electron microscopy image of a merged, angled two-cluster
arrangement.
Kato et al. have shown that elongated, nanowire-like MnAs clusters with no spatial partition can
form several magnetic domains.Kat15 Thus, the formation and stabilization of a micromagnetic
structure including domain walls and small, intermediate domains between larger adjacent
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domains is possible. A simple approach is a model system consisting of three domains with two
interfaces. If one assumes that the two larger domains keep fixed magnetization directions, while
the intermediate domain with its comparatively small volume can undergo thermally activated
magnetization switching occurring on measurable time scales, it is likely that thermally activated
fluctuations can also be observed in the resistance measurements. The fixing of the larger domain
magnetizations can be explained by the relatively high barriers in the energy landscape, while
the magnetization of the intermediate domain with its small volume encounters smaller energy
barriers, enabling it to revert its magnetization direction by thermal activation. The resistance of
this model arrangement is then a function of the intermediate domain’s magnetization direction,
since the other magnetization directions are fixed. It determines the MR of both domain walls.
A schematic drawing of this model for the two investigated structures can be seen in figure 32.
The time-dependent resistance measurements on the two shown samples have been performed
without and with applied constant external magnetic fields and at several constant sample
temperatures. Depending on the measurement routine used, which determines the required
apparative sequences, the acquisition time for one datapoint varied between 15 and 25 seconds,
approximately. Figure 33 shows measurements on the nanowire-like structure shown in figure
31(top). Three measurements with different sample temperatures (154K, 160K, 165K) have
been performed on this sample, all with a probe current of 2 nA and absent external magnetic
field. They have been normalized for comparison.
In all three measurement curves, one can see that the resistance shows jumps between two
recurring values. Between the jumps, the resistance stays on the level within a certain, usual
range of noise. The time intervals between the jumps define the occupation durations of a certain
state corresponding to a respective resistance value. It varies from step to step and appears
to be subject to a random process. However, one can observe that the average time which the
system spends in one of the resistance states, referred to as the "mean residence time" in the
following, changes for different temperatures. With increasing temperature, one can observe
that the residence time intervals become shorter for both occupied states. While the shown
section of the 154K measurement contains five jumps, the 160K measurement exhibits 30 and
the 165K measurement 60 jumps.
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Figure 32: Three-domain-models for the two thermally investigated samples. The upper image
shows the nanowire sample, the lower shows the angled nanocluster arrangement.
The blue areas represent the external domains with fixed magnetizations (shown as
black, solid arrows), while the deep orange area depicts the intermediate domain
with its variable magnetization orientation (bright orange).
Figure 34 shows four time-dependent measurements on the merged, angled nanocluster
sample seen in figure 31(bottom). The measurements were performed at 65K, twice at 70K,
and 80K. In the 65K-measurement, one can observe that three resistance levels are occupied by
the system. In the measurements at the two higher temperatures, only two resistance levels are
occupied in the measurements, whereas several narrow jumps in the first 70K-measurement
indicate short occupations on the lowest level, which are not resolvable at this measurement
repetition rate. At 80K, also the jumps between the two stronger occupied levels become partly
non-resolvable due to the repetition rate. Again, one can observe that the mean residence time
for all resistance states decreases with increasing temperature. Concerning the occupation of
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Figure 33: Time-dependent measurements on the nanowire-like cluster shown in figure 31(top).
The total of 500 datapoints corresponds to a time interval of approximately 2 hours.
the resistance levels, the middle level is the most occupied one, followed by the higher and then
the lower level.
For a quantitative examination of these thermally induced phenomena, the mean residence times
and the occupation probabilities for the respective levels in all measurements have been counted
and are evaluated in the following. The recurring resistance levels are not categorized by their
absolute values here, since the ohmic resistance of the whole system comprising clusters, matrix
and contacts also shows a temperature dependence, which hinders the comparability of absolute
resistance values at different temperatures. Instead, the resistance levels are distinguished relative
to each other as low, middle (in case of the merged, angled cluster sample), and high level.
6.2.1 Mean residence times
Figure 35 shows the mean residence times for the two observed resistance levels on the single
elongated cluster sample (figure 31(top)). For the measurement at 154K, the higher resistance
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Figure 34: Time-dependent measurements on the merged, angled nanocluster arrangement shown
in figure 31(bottom). The total of 500 datapoints corresponds to a measurement
duration of approximately 2 hours.
level (level 2) has a mean residence time of 2975 s, which is more than twice the value of the
mean residence time of the lower resistance level (level 1) with 1381 s. In the intermediate
temperature measurement at 159K, the difference between the two mean residence times is
significantly smaller, with 262 s for level 2 and 334 s for level 1. At the highest temperature
(164K), the mean residence time is 125 s for level 2 and 108 s for level 1.
The mean residence times for the three levels in the measurements on the merged, angled
two-cluster sample (figure 31(bottom)) are shown in figure 36. For the intermediate temperature
value of 72K, two measurements were performed. At all temperatures, the highest mean residence
time is found for the middle resistance level (level 2) with 414 s at 67K, 408 s and 346 s at 72K
and 191 s at 83K. The highest resistance level 3 shows an intermediate mean residence time in
all cases. It is 104 s, at 67K, 141 s and 70 s at 72K and 53 s at 83K. The lowest resistance level
1 always shows the shortest mean residence times. At 67K, it measures 49 s, and 26 s and 16 s
at 72K. At the highest temperature of 83K, this resistance level was not observed at all.
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Figure 35: Mean residence times (MRT) for the two resistance levels observed on the nanowire
sample.
In the case of all observed levels in both samples, one can see a general trend of a falling
mean residence time with rising temperature. This effect can be qualitatively explained using
the Néel-Brown-law which is explained above in equation 25. Given a model system with a
small, fluctuating domain as described before, one can assume that the magnetization of this
domain points in a certain direction, represented by a minimum in the cluster’s energy landscape
confined by an energy barrier ∆E. At a temperature T , the mean residence time τ specifies the
average time until the magnetization is rotated into another direction by thermal excitation. If
the temperature rises, the exponential term takes on a higher value and thus the mean residence
time falls. This trend can be seen more or less clearly for all levels in the above figures. However,
one can observe that the slopes of the levels have different values. This appears very clearly
in case of the nanowire measurements (figure 35) between 154K and 159K, for example. The
explanation for this behavior can also be found in the energy landscape for the small intermediate
domain. If one assumes that the energy landscape is formed by the magnetocrystalline and
shape anisotropy as well as the coupling energies to the adjacent big domains, one can imagine
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Figure 36: Mean residence times (MRT) for the three resistance levels observed on the angled
nanocluster arrangement.
that the occurrence of minima with different barrier heights is possible. In addition, one has to
consider that an energy landscape with six different minima causing a resistance distribution
with only two or three levels shows a degeneracy, meaning that more than one magnetization
orientation leads to the same resistance level. A more detailed, quantitative treatment of these
considerations is shown in chapter 6.2.3.
6.2.2 Occupation probabilities
The occupation probabilities pocc(Level x) of the observed resistance levels were calculated as
the ratio of the overall time spent in one resistance state and the complete measurement time:
pocc(Level x) =
tocc(Level x)
n∑
i=1
tocc(Level i)
, (26)
with tocc(Level x) as the total time the resistance limit x is occupied in one measurement. n is
the number of resistance levels which are observed in one measurement.
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In case of the nanowire sample, the occupation probabilities are shown in figure 37. While the
probabilities at 154K differ strongly with 68% for the higher resistance level 2 and 32% for the
lower resistance level 1, the probabilities at 159K and 164K are much more equally distributed
with values near 50%.
Figure 37: Occupation probabilities for the two resistance levels observed in the nanowire sample.
For the angled sample, the occupation probabilities are shown in figure 38. Here, the distribution
is more distinct compared to the case of the nanowire sample. The dominant resistance level at
all temperatures is the middle resistance level 2, which occupies around 80% of the measurement
time in all cases. It is followed by the highest resistance level 3 which takes on about 20% of
the measurement time. The lowest resistance level 1 is hardly occupied. While its occupation
probability in case of the 67K measurement is around 3%, it is only observed for very short
periods in the range of several measurement steps at 72K, resulting in probabilities of clearly
beyond 1%.
The consideration of the occupation probabilities has to be seen critically, especially concerning
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Figure 38: Occupation probabilities for the three resistance levels observed in the angled nano-
cluster arrangement.
the low temperature measurements. Taking a look at the measurement graphs in figures 33 and
34, one can observe that in case of the lowest temperatures only a few measurement periods per
level can be observed. In case of the nanowire sample, only three periods on each observable
level occur, resulting in a comparatively high statistical error. However, in case of the angled
nanocluster sample, the mean residence times are lower, resulting in a higher count of segments
per resistance level and thus a better statistical quality.
6.2.3 Energy landscape fit
The free energy EI of an intermediate domain enclosed between two fixed, big domains and
regarding its in-plane orientation angle Φ is
EI = EZ + EA,mc + EA,sh + Ecpl,1 + Ecpl,2, (27)
= −VI ·MMnAs ·B · cos(Φ−Θ) + VIKmc · sin(6Φ) + VIKsh · sin(Φ− )2 (28)
− J1M2MnAs · cos(Φ− γ1)− J2M2MnAs · cos(Φ− γ2),
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with EZ for the Zeeman energy with VI as the volume of the intermediate domain, MMnAs for
the magnetization of MnAs and B for the external field oriented in angle Θ. EA,mc represents
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy with Kmc as anisotropy constant, and EA,sh stands
for the shape anisotropy energy with Ksh as shape anisotropy constant and  as the elongation
direction of the domain’s shape. The terms Ecpl,i are the energies resulting from coupling to the
magnetizations of the adjacent domains, with Ji as the respective coupling constants and γi as
angles describing the orientations of the adjacent magnetization’s orientations. For simplification,
the coupling constants Ji contain the volumes of the domains involved as a factor: Ji = J · VIVi,
with Vi as volumes of the adjacent domains.
The magnetization MMnAs is a constant which is calculated as a product of the Mn den-
sity in MnAs, nMnAs = 2.96 · 1028 m−3, and the magnetic momentum per Mn atom, which is
3.4µB: 2.96 · 1028 m−3 · 3.4 µB = 9.33 · 105 JT ·m3 .Har03The magnetic anisotropy constant for the
in-plane hexagonal anisotropy term has been determined by M. T. Elm as 1.62 ·105 J
m3 in SI units,
using a curve fit on FMR measurements.El10b The remaining parameters such as the domain
volume, shape anisotropy constant and the coupling constants serve as degrees of freedom for a
fit of the determined values for the mean residence times at the different temperatures.
Prior to performing the fit, one has to consider several assumptions to simplify the com-
putational process. To perform a fit of the measured mean residence times, one has to define
a fit function describing this time based on the energy landscape of the intermediate cluster.
If one assumes that the mean residence time for an orientation of the intermediate domain’s
magnetization (corresponding to a resistance level) is defined by the energy barrier confining
this state, one has to determine the energy barrier height to perform the calculation. Since an
energy landscape can show asymmetrically confined minima, i.e. minima which are confined
by two barriers of different height, the depopulation of a state can happen with two different
mean residence times. To take both into account, one forms the depopulation frequency as the
reciprocal of the mean residence time. This frequency can be seen as the number of successful
depopulations of the magnetic state over the respective energy barrier per time. Since two possi-
ble energy barriers can confine the minimum, one can sum up the two particular depopulation
frequencies to the overall depopulation frequency of this minimum. It is further assumed that a
depopulation from a state being represented by a minimum in the energy landscape takes only
place by a jump into a neighbouring minimum. This strongly simplifies the number of possible
depopulation channels.
Another issue to be dealt with is the degeneracy of the resistance levels, since more than
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one minimum may contribute to a single resistance level, when a six-minimum magnetic energy
landscape causes a three-level resistance distribution. Similar to the case above, this situation is
dealt with by just adding up the respective depopulation frequencies of all minima contributing
to a certain resistance level. One then achieves an overall depopulation frequency for this
resistance level, which reciprocally is the mean residence time for this resistance level.
The energy landscape used for the fit of the mean residence times of the nanowire sample
is shown in figure 39 as a blue curve. In this case, the coupling to the two adjacent domains
with their magnetizations oriented towards the (110)-direction, which is identical to the Φ=0 -
direction in sample plane, is supposed to be very dominant, resulting in an energy landscape with
only three relevant minima. A contribution of the minimum at 180 ◦ is not taken into account
due to its energetically unfavorable high position and flat energy barriers. The corresponding
resistance diagram is shown as red curve. One can see that the three minima, named A, B and
F, form a resistance distribution of two levels R1 and R2, which is in accordance to the observed
phenomena.
This energy landscape is in accordance with the significantly different occupation probabilities
observed at the lowest temperature: the degeneracy of resistance level 2 being fed by two minima
while level 1 is not degenerate might be a key for understanding this phenomenon. Based on the
shown energy landscape characteristics, the fit functions for the mean residence times τ1 for
level R1 and τ2 for level R2 in the nanowire measurement have been set up as follows:
τ1 = (f0 · (e−
EA→B
kT + e−
EA→F
kBT ))−1 and (29)
τ2 = (f0 · (e−
EB→A
kT + e−
EF→A
kBT ))−1, (30)
with f0 as attempt frequency, EX→Y as barrier heights for the respective magnetization orienta-
tion changes from minimum X to minimum Y, kB as Boltzmann’s constant and T as temperature.
The energy barriers are calculated from the energy landscape as the difference of the energy
maximum between the two minima and the energy of the initial minimum.
These expressions can be understood by taking a look at the energy landscape of the nanowire
sample in figure 39. The low resistance level R1 can only be observed when the magnetization
direction points in the direction of in minimum A. A measurement period occupying resistance
level R1 ends when the magnetization leaves minimum A towards minimum B or F. This change
happens over the energy barriers EA→B or EA→F . Backwards, when the resistance level R2 is
occupied, the magnetization is oriented in minimum B or F. This state is degenerate, since
two different minima yielding the same resistance value contribute to it. It changes with the
magnetization leaving one of those minima towards minimum A over the energy barriers EB→A
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Figure 39: Energy landscape (blue) and resistance characteristics (red) for the in-plane mag-
netization orientation of the intermediate domain in the nanowire sample. The two
resistance levels arising from the three minima are shown as dashed red lines.
or EF→A. The fit of the measured mean residence times for the nanowire sample is shown in
figure 40, plotted in an Arrhenius graph logarithmically against the reciprocal temperature.
The dots represent the measured mean residence times with statistical error bars, the lines
depict the fit curves. The values for the energy landscape used for the fits are f0 = 5× 1012 Hz,
J1 = J2 = 3.8×10−31 T 2m6
J
, VD = 3.814×10−25m3 and Kshape = 1.2566×106 Jm3 . These are also
the values with which the energy landscape shown in figure 39 was calculated. The comparison
between measured values with error bars and the fit curves show a quite good agreement, except
the level 2 value for the middle temperature, which is slightly off the fit curve.
The energy landscape used for the fit of the angled nanocluster sample is shown in figure
41. Here, the two adjacent domains are supposed to point in the directions of their cluster’s
elongation, with the smaller domain pointing at 60 ◦ and the bigger at 180 ◦ like shown in the
schematic drawing in figure 32. The intermediate domain is described with a shape anisotropy
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Figure 40: Fit of the evaluated mean residence times for the nanowire sample. The dots represent
the values extracted from the measurements including their standard error. The lines
show the fit performed with the described mean residence time expression.
parallel to the elongation direction of the larger cluster. In its energy landscape, one can see
six minima, named A - F, which are caused by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The shape
anisotropy brings in a two-fold symmetry with indentations around 0 ◦ and 180 ◦. The lowest
resistance level R1 is solely fed by minimum C. Level R2 and R3 are degenerate with R2 being
measured when the magnetization is in minimum B or D and R3 in minimum A, E and F. This
yields the observed three-level-distribution of the resistance.
The depopulation channels for level R1 are C → B and C → D. Resistance level R2 can be left
with B → A, B → C, D → C and D → E. Level R3 is left over A → F, A → B and E → D,
while changes in-between the neighboured minima E, F and A cannot be resolved by measuring
the resistance. Based on these depopulation channels, the fit functions for the mean residence
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Figure 41: Energy landscape (blue) and resistance characteristics (red) for the in-plane magneti-
zation orientation of the intermediate domain in the angled nanocluster arrangement.
The three resistance levels arising from the six minima are shown as dashed red lines.
times can be set up as follows:
τ1 = (f0,Level1 · (e−
EC→B
kBT + e−
EC→D
kBT ))−1, (31)
τ2 = (f0,Level2 · (e−
EB→A
kBT + e−
EB→C
kBT + e−
ED→C
kBT + e−
ED→E
kBT ))−1 and (32)
τ3 = (f0,Level3 · (e−
EA→B
kBT + e−
EE→D
kBT ))−1. (33)
During the fit process, it was found that the use of individually defined attempt frequencies for
each mean residence time improves the quality of the fit curves considerably. The fits which
were obtained using these functions can be seen in figure 42. All three fits are in accordance
with the measured values within their error bars, except for two values for levels 2 and 3 at the
intermediate temperature. The used fit parameters are f0, Level 1=0.856Hz, f0, Level 2=0.085Hz,
f0, Level 3=0.413Hz, VD = 3.573 × 10−25m3 and Kshape = 6.82 × 105 Jm3 . The influence of the
coupling terms on the fit quality was found to be negligible, thus they were set to zero here.
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Figure 42: Fit of the evaluated mean residence times for the angled nanocluster arrangement.
The dots represent the values extracted from the measurements including their
standard error. The lines show the fit performed with the described mean residence
time expression.
In this case, several issues mark that the shown model, which is comparatively simple with only
one variable domain magnetization orientation, meets its limits. The good agreement between
fit function and measured values can only be reached using different and remarkably low values
for the attempt frequencies. These values are all below 1Hz and thus differ by several orders
of magnitude from the usually reported attempt frequencies of about 1010Hz.Les96 However,
Bode et al. reported a strong scattering between 10−8Hz and 1011Hz concerning their attempt
frequency calculations, due to large uncertainties in the measured parameters. Since the angled
nanocluster sample poses a more complex volume morphology compared to the MnAs nanowire,
it can be supposed that the three-domain-model as applied here is already too simplified to face
this complexity.
For both sample geometries, the fit value for the intermediate domain volume is small compared
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to the size of the nanoclusters. VD = 3.814×10−25m3 for the nanowire and VD = 3.573×10−25m3
for the angled arrangement both are in the range of a cubic volume with an edge length of only
several nanometers. This indicates that the inversion of the fluctuating volume is performed in
a nucleation process. This will be discussed in the following chapter 6.2.4.
Despite the good accordance between measurements and fit curves, the presented model has its
limitations. As a three-domain model with only one (intermediate) domain being subject to a
thermal change, it does not take into account that a thermal activation of domain walls can
result in the formation of a more complex domain structure. Besides that, possible thermally
activated effects of the adjacent, large domains are also not covered. The set of free parameters
for the fit, including the attempt frequencies and the coupling constants, allows a broad adaption
between fit and experiment. In the publication of Fischer et al. regarding the observed RTN
effects, the three-domain model for the angled system is based on a slightly different external
domain configuration.Fi15b Here, the external domain magnetizations are considered to have
a relative angle of 60 ◦ instead of the 120 ◦-configuration shown in this chapter. In case of the
120 ◦-configuration, the accordance between fit and experiment is slightly better regarding the
middle and high resistance levels. However, a high relative angle of the external magnetiza-
tions stands in conflict to the MFM observations, where angled systems tend to expose low
relative angles after being exposed to an external magnetic field. Regarding this observation,
the 60 ◦-configuration appears to be more probable. Against this background, both discussed
configurations can be understood as valid compromises between the accordance of experimentally
observed phenomena and the adaption of a simplified theoretical model.
6.2.4 Domain wall migration
The magnetization reversal mechanism of a domain depends mainly on its size. The crucial limit
for this size is the critical length lcrit = 2piL = 2pi
√
A
keff
, depending on the magnetic exchange
stiffness A and the effective anisotropy constant keff .Bod04 Small particles with dimensions
beyond the half of this critical length perform a magnetization reversal in coherent rotation, i.e.
the whole particle changes its magnetization instantly. In bigger particles, a nucleation process
takes place, where the magnetization reversal starts in a small volume and spreads over the rest
of the particle, while a domain wall migration is observable.
Two observations on the thermally induced resistance jumps indicate that the magnetiza-
tion reversal in the intermediate domain takes place in a nucleation process.
In the mean residence time fits, the intermediate domain volume served as a variable fit parameter.
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In both cases, the found volumina have dimensions much smaller than those of the nanocluster
systems studied. For the nanowire arrangement, the domain volume of VD = 3.814× 10−25m3
corresponds to a cube with an edge length of 7.25 nm. In case of the angled arrangement, a
domain volume of VD = 3.573× 10−25m3 is found corresponding to a 7.1 nm large cube. The
exchange stiffness for MnAs has been assumed to 10−11 J
m
by Engel-Herbert et al., and with
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant determined by Elm as 1.62 · 105 J
m3 , one achieves a
critical length of 49 nm.El10bEng06 The found volume sizes are smaller than half of this length,
however, it is still one magnitude below the longest cluster extent. This leads to the assumption
that the fit values for the intermediate domain volume can be interpreted as the initial nuclei
for the reversal of a larger area’s magnetization.
The second indication for a nucleation process is the profile of the observed jump features. If
one takes a closer look at the jumps, one can observe that they extend over several measurement
points in nearly all cases for the two samples. Figure 43 shows exemplarily one jump per
sample depicting this behavior. The jumping sequence is defined as the duration over which
the resistance value performs a monotonous increase. In most cases, this duration extends over
about four measurement steps, as shown for the two jumps in figure 43. This observation is
suspected to be caused by the nucleation process of the intermediate domain’s magnetization
reversal. Assuming that this nucleation starts at one side of the domain in a small volume
below the critical length and extends over the whole width of the cluster arrangement, one
can approximate a value for the domain wall migration velocity. One measurement point takes
around 15 s of time, and the cluster arrangements have a width of around 300 nm. With a four
point lasting jump, one can calculate a domain wall speed of 5 nm
s
.
This value is magnitudes lower than domain wall velocities in systems where the wall is driven
by external influences such as a current or an external magnetic field. Here, the velocities
can be as fast as 100 m
s
or higher.Par08Mei07 However in case of thermally activated domain
wall migration, one can observe significantly lower values for the velocity. In the manner of a
zero-point calibration for the observation of spin-transfer torque driven domain wall migration,
Alvarez et al. have observed thermally activated domain wall velocities in the range of around
10 nm
s
, which is in accordance to the velocities observed in the shown measurements.Alv10
Concluding, one can state that a nucleation process as magnetization reversal mechanism
in the case of the thermally activated jumps in MnAs nanoclusters is much more likely than
observing coherent magnetization changes. The large cluster extension compared to the critical
length indicates that a coherent magnetization reversal is comparatively improbable. In addition,
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Figure 43: Two exemplary resistance jumps extracted from measurements on the nanowire
sample at 155K (left) and the angled nanocluster arrangement at 70K (right). The
extension of the jump over several measurement points is clearly visible.
the observed jumps show a time dependence indicating a thermally driven domain wall migration
with a velocity comparable to earlier observations.
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6.2.5 Influence of the external magnetic field
Up to this point, all shown temperature-dependent measurements have been performed without
the influence of an external magnetic field. However, this topic is quite interesting in combination
with the observed thermally activated jumps and thus will be discussed in the following.
The energy landscape for the intermediate domain includes a Zeeman term representing the
energy arising from the coupling between the domain’s magnetization and an external mag-
netic field B. With rising external field, the Zeeman term becomes stronger compared to the
field-independent contributions from anisotropy and inter-cluster coupling. At smaller fields,
this causes a tilt and a flattening of the existing minima, since the Zeeman term has the profile
of a cosine with a 2pi-symmetry, while the shape anisotropy energy has a pi-symmetry and
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy has a pi3 -symmetry. With further increasing field,
the minima disappear and one global Zeeman minimum in the direction of the external field
remains. This effect can also be seen in figures 26 and 27. Figure 44 shows the time-dependent
measurements on the angled, merged nanocluster sample which is shown in figure 31(bottom).
The measurements were performed with applied external magnetic fields of five different field
values, all with an orientation in sample plane and perpendicular to the elongation direction of
the larger part of the cluster, i.e. the (110)-direction of MnAs. The sample temperature was
held constant at 100K and thus slightly higher than in the case of the statistically evaluated
measurements. At zero field, one can observe well-defined resistance jumps comparable to the
ones shown above. However, they are not restricted to a recurrent set of levels, which can be
related to the higher sample temperature inducing a more complex micromagnetic structure
beyond the operating range of the presented three-domain model. At an external field of 1T,
one can observe that the large, well-defined jumps become less probable. In addition, many
smaller jumps near the time resolution-induced detection limit of the measurement apparatus
appear, which look like a kind of noise. For higher fields above 3T, no jumps can be observed in
this sample.
The reason for this observation can be found in the influence of the external field on the
energy landscape. At 1T, the minima get flattened and tilted but are still existing, which
enables the magnetization to perform jumps between them which can be seen in the resistance.
However, the energy barriers become smaller due to the tilt in the energy landscape caused by
the Zeeman energy. At higher fields, no minima but the single Zeeman minimum are remaining.
Thus, no resistance jumps can be observed any more at those field values.
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Figure 44: Time-dependent measurements on the angled nanocluster arrangement performed at
different constant external magnetic fields perpendicular to the (110)-direction in
sample plane.
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Part III
Conclusion
7 Summary
The aim of this work was the realization of GMR-like magneto-electronic structures based
on SA-MOVPE grown MnAs nanoclusters. New nanocluster arrangement layouts have been
developed, numerous single clusters and arrangements have been contacted and investigated,
and also, a first GMR-like MR behavior in such a structure has been observed, discussed
and published.Fi15a However, the process leading to this achievement led also to new findings
concerning the synthesis and investigation of MnAs nanoclusters as well as the interpretation of
the observed interplay of magnetoelectronic and thermally activated phenomena.Fi15b
At the beginning of this work, a first standardized process for the synthesis of single-contacted
MnAs nanoclusters had already been established. This process has been continuously further
developed and improved. The parameters for the MnAs nanocluster growth have been adapted
regarding a realization of a better isolation between clusters and substrate using a thicker Al-
GaAs layer. The alignment procedure for the contact lithography has been improved to a higher
stability and thus better success rate in the contacting process. In addition, the application
of a polymer cover layer has been introduced to prevent the nanoclusters being affected by
atmospheric condensing water.
Improvement and innovation also had to take place concerning the magnetoresistance measure-
ment process. The practiced measurement routines had to be adapted for the investigation of
very small functional structures. In particular, this comprises the introduction of procedures
preventing a sample damage caused by electrostatic discharges by applying improved electri-
cal grounding equipment on the user and the measuring equipment. Additional, the existing
measurement programs have been modified to avoid a damage of the clusters caused by voltage
peaks occurring during contact switching sequences.
For the understanding of the MR characteristics of MnAs nanoclusters, a high number of
resistance measurements on various samples with different geometries and arrangement setups
under differently combined external influences has been performed. It has been found that
a GMR-like spin valve characteristics is realized in an arrangement of two elongated, clearly
separated nanoclusters connected by a gold layer. This observation is further explained con-
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sidering the special magnetic anisotropy conditions in elongated MnAs nanoclusters, which is
described using an energy landscape comprising magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropy as well
as coupling effects between the clusters and to the external magnetic field. The comparatively low
MR ratio in this case is explained by shunt currents passing parallel to the cluster arrangement
through the matrix. This phenomenon is related to the observation of a linear MR effect which
is more or less dominant, depending on the isolation between clusters and matrix as well as on
the disorder and Mn doping in the respective matrix areas. The influence of thermal activation
on the GMR-like characteristics is also considered.
Besides the first observation of a spin-valve behavior in a MnAs nanocluster arrangement,
the influence of thermal energy on the MR behavior has been a major part of this work. In
numerous measurements, a high amount of spontaneous jumps occurred which could not be
related to any recurring external influences and thus had to be explained by internal processes.
The investigation of two compact, merged nanocluster arrangements over a longer measurement
time with constant external parameters allowed a quantitative approach to this issue, since the
observed resistance jumps occurred between recurring resistance levels. The statistical evaluation
of these jumps showed a relation to the sample temperature, which could be explained by the
Néel-Brown-law in combination with the occurrence of nucleation-induced magnetization reversal
processes. Here, a quantitative analysis was possible applying a simple three-domain-model as a
base for the setup of a fit function.
8 Outlook
Selective-area grown MnAs as a material for functional micro- and nanostructures still has a
newcomer position amongst materials which are used for the synthesis of magnetoelectronic
nanostructures. Most work related to MnAs is performed on its combination with GaAs as a
diluted magnetic semiconductor or hybrid system.Ohn96
One of the most influential parameters affecting the observation of spin-valve like behav-
ior in the MnAs nanocluster structures is the temperature. Since the Curie-temperature of
MnAs is slightly above room temperature, the expectation for nanoclusters, which are large
enough to be above the critical length and small enough to form a single magnetic domain, was
that temperatures below TC do not significantly affect their functionality. However, when the
formation of a non-trivial domain structure occurs, it becomes possible that small volumes in
the cluster systems form domains of sufficiently small size, which can undergo changes caused by
thermal excitation. The domain walls leading to the formation of this micromagnetic structure
can be established at incisions of the cluster shape.Bru99 Nucleation processes can initialize the
inversion of bigger volumes strongly affecting the observed MR characteristics. The quintessence
of this finding concerning future device setups based on MnAs clusters is that the setups should
be based on morphologically well-defined, simply shaped and sufficiently separated nanoclusters,
since here, one finds the highest probability of achieving a single-domain magnetic structure. An
ideal cluster size should be below the dimensions of the investigated, merged systems exposing
thermally activated effects in chapter 6.2, but still be above the critical length for coherent
thermal rotation discussed in chapter 6.2.4, which is important for the achievement of working
temperatures near room temperature.
The MR performance of the investigated structures has also been influenced by the qual-
ity of the isolation between the substrate and the nanocluster arrangements. In most of the
measurements, a strong and dominant linear magnetoresistance was observed, whose MR ratio
was often significantly higher than the MR of the observed jumps. This effect is related to
shunt currents passing through the matrix, which are not experiencing spin-dependent transport
effects in the cluster arrangement. This lowers the MR ratio of the jumps, which in contrast to
the linear MR are the interesting and desired feature for the observations. The linear MR of
the matrix is caused by disordered GaAs:Mn in the area surrounding the nanoclusters, which
originates from the diffusion of Mn into the substrate during growth. Possible approaches to
overcome this issue are an even thicker AlGaAs isolation layer, lowering the diffusion of Mn,
or the use of other, isolating substrates. First work on this possible improvements has been
already performed by developing alternative buffer layers for growth on insulating substrates
like glass.Sak15
With these improvements, it is imaginable that GMR-like MnAs nanocluster arrangements with
better MR ratios, well-defined functionality devoid of thermally activated effects and higher
working temperatures can be realized. The proof of MR jumps with significant ratios has been
given with this work, and the tools for the needed improvements are abundant, which gives the
evidence for SA-MOVPE grown MnAs nanoclusters being a highly interesting model system for
future planar magnetoelectronics.
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